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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS. 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS. 
Metric. English. 
Symbol. 
Unit. I Symbol. Unit. Symbol. 
:~ength 
[lml? 
f rce 
l 
t 
F 
meter .... .. ......... .... . .. 1 1\1. 
second. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sec. I 
foot (or mile) ........... ft. (or mi.). 
serond (or hour) ..... " sec. (or hr. ). 
weight of one kilogram...... kg. weight of onE. pound .. . . lb. 
Power. 
Speed ... 
p kg.m/sec ................... J ......... horsepower ............ . . 
m/sec -- -- -- .. -- -- . -- . -- . -- '1 m. p. s. I miJhr. -- -- -- -- -- . -- ... -- IP M. P. H. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
">eight, W = mg. 
Stundflrd acceleration of gravity, 
g= D.SOGm /sec.2 = 32. 172ft/sec.2 
11' 
MRSS, 1t/,=--
[I 
Density (Inns:; per Ulut volume), p 
Sbn(iard drnsity of dry air, 0.1247 (kg.-m.-
sec .) at 15.GoC. and. 760 mm. = 0 .00::!37 (lb.-
It.+ec.) 
Specific weight of "standard " air, 1.223 kg/m..~ 
= 0.07635 lb/ft. 3 
Moment of inertia, mk2 (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyr~tion, 7~, by proper subscript). 
Area, S/ wing area, Sw, etc. 
Gap, G 
Span, D/ chord length, c. 
Ai-.pect l"atio = b/c 
Di,tv,nce from c. g. to elevator hinge,j. 
CoefIlcient of viscosity, J.L . 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS. 
True airspeed, V 
Dynamic (or impact) pressure, q=~ p VZ 
Lift, L)' fib olute coefficient Ci = ~, 9. • .) 
Draz, D; hbs(J[utc cocffi.ci~nt CD = D" 
- qu . 
C'ro>'3-wincl l'oree, 0,- absolute coefficient 
o 00 = -" 
r:. 
Resultant force , R 
Vote lilu.t these coefficient.s are twice as 
lurge as the old coefilcients Lo, Dc.) 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
rne), 1w 
Angle of stabai;wr setting wIth reference to 
thrust line i t 
Dihedral angle, 'Y 
Reynolds Number = p Vl, where l is a linear di-
J.L 
mensi n . 
e. g., for a model airfoil 31n. chord, 100 mi/hr., 
normal pressure, O°C : 255,000 and at 15.6°C, 
230,000 ; 
or for a model of 10 cm. chorel, '10 m/sec., 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
2"1"0,000. 
Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of C. P. from leading edge to chord length), 
Cpo 
Angle of stabilizer setting ,,,-i.th r eference to 
lower wing. (·it-iw ) = {3 
Angle of attack, ex 
Angle of down wash , E 
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and comprised an outline of his tcri8al d 3velopm~n t 3 and 
t ha oret i cal p :iir: 8ip l 88 ' i i th a di scuss ion 0 f e~edi en ts 
f o r mak ing t he be st use o f e :<i~t in f?: dia-p hragms , 
The p re sent rerort relate s entirely to nor-metallic 
diaphragr1s, the use of '_vhich in certain t ypes of pres sure 
elerrents has hee n inc reasing for some ti~e. Little, if 
a ny, info rrr.a-tior- has be ' n available, h o:.v<) ve r, to q,id th3 
d -3s ign'3r of ir.strurr,snts usin R,' this forrr of pre ssur e element. 
It "~-a6 to c.tterrpt to me e t the ne ad for s u ch inforrr.ation that 
t he inves tigation - reported in this paper ',va8 undert a ken. 
Tne reP ort d88cribes the various materials '-hich have 
be~n us ed ~8 nonmetallic diaphragms, dis cusses the factors 
which affect the 1-erformar.ce of the diaphragms and g ives 
t he re s ults of tests made for the p urpo se of investigating 
t -le effect produced by t hese factors. A theoret i 8al di s-
cuss i on i s given in wnich it is shown that t he effe c tive 
area of a nonmetallic diaphragw can be co~puted for 
spec ifi e d ~onditions and hence the pr8s 6lI ~ -de flec tion c urve 
can b e predicted. Curves are given to f ao ilitate the com-
~utation of effe8tive areas under any ~iven conditions. 
The the ory ,vas t:lsted experiment::t.ll y and was found 3.ccUr?te 
wi thin e.bout 5 per c3nt. Finallv pres s ure -deflec tion curv'3S 
are give n to illustrate the control' h i ch the designer has 
over -- the shape of the curve by varying the di ff e r en t parts 
of the pressure element. 
Report No . 206 i s available for reference in the library 
of thi s institution. 
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OTATION 
Let p=hydrostatic pressure applied to diaphragm (acting upward in figs. 16 and 1 ). 
F=external resisting force acting downward on rigid center. 
Fr=reaction of rim. 
A=horizontal projection of area of diaphragm. 
A.=effective area of diaphragm =~. 
s = length of diametral cross-section of diaphragm from rim to rigid center. 
Y or Ya=deflection of rigid center from horizontal plane at level of rim, being positive when measured upward 
and negative when measured downward. ( ee fig. 1 .) 
Ys=deflection of end of spring from its normal un tressed po iUon. 
c= di tance from rim to edge of rigid center when y = O. 
D = diameter of diaphragm chamber. 
R = radius of rigid center. 
H = highest point on the arc s (the plane of the rim being horizontal). 
x = horizontal di tance from rim to ver t ical line through H. 
p= horizontal distance from edge of rigid center to II, con idered po itive when measured toward the rim 
and negative when measured toward the center of the diaphragm. 
O= center of circle of which the arc s i a portion. 
r = radius of circle of which the arc s i a portion. 
a = distance between end of spring when the latter is in its unstressed ~tate and the top of the rigid center. 
(See figs. 18 E and F.) 
a = angle at 0 ubtended by arc s in Case l or s+p in Case II. 
p = angle at rim ubtended by d flection y at point of contact of diaphragm and rigid center. 
K = a constant. 
ubscript zero indicates that y = O. 
sic is defined a s the " slackness" of the diaphragm. 
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NONMETALLIC DIAPHRAGMS FOR INSTRUMENTS 
By H . . EATON and C. T. BUCKINGHAM 
SUMMARY 
This reporL, the econd of a eries of reports relating to the general subject of instrument 
diaphragm, wa prepared by the Bureau of Standards at the request of the ational Adv
isory 
ConunitLee for Aeronautics. The first repor t of the erie was published as Technical Re
port 
No. 165, "Diaphragms foe Aeronautic In twments," and comprised an outline of histor
ical 
developments and theoretical principle with a discussion of expedients for making the
 be t 
u e of exi Ling diaphragm. 
The pre ent report relate entirely to nonmetallic diaphragms, the use of which in certain
 
types of pressurc element has been increa ing for ome time. Little, if any, inform
ation 
has been available, however, to aid the designer of instruments using this form of pre
 sure 
clement. It wa Lo attempt to meet the need for such information that the investigati
on 
reported in thi paper was undertaken. 
The report describes the variou materials which have been used as nonmetallic dia-
phragm , eli cu e the factor which affect the performance of the diaphragms and give
s the 
results of tests made for the purpose of investigating the effect produced by these fac
tors. 
A theoretical eliscu sion i given in which it i hown that the effective area of a nonm
etallic 
diaphragm can be computed for specified condition and hence the pre ure-deflection c
urve 
can be predicted. Curves are given to facilitate the computation of effective areas unde
r any 
given conditions. The theory was te ted experimentally and was found accurate within a
bout 
5 per cent. Finally pressure-defl ection curves are given to illu trate the control which
 the 
designer ha over the shape of the curve by varying the different part of the pres ure elem
ent. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The general use of nonmetallic diaphragm i a comparatively recent development. Fo
r 
many years metallic diaphragms appear to have been u ed exclusively, a a perusal of the
 first 
portion of Part II of this series of r eport will show. onmetallic diaphragms were first 
in tro-
duced in all probabili ty in order to obtain a much mol' flexible pressure element than 
could 
be made usinO' a metallic diaphragm of the same ize. 
onmetallic diaphragm can be used in two di tinct type of pressure elements. In the 
first the ela ticity of the diaphragm itself is u ed to re i t the hydrostatic pre sure ap
plied, 
a in the ca e of a taut rubber diaphragm. In the econd, a slack, pliable, but relative
ly in-
ela tic diaphragm i used, its motion re trained by a suitable pring. In the latter cas
e the 
clastic propertie of the diaphragm would not be u ed at all, the diaphragm acting a a 
scale 
pan, so to . peak, to tran fer the pres m e to the pring which would be made with exc
ellent 
clastic propertie , better than tho e of any metallic diaphragm. It might be thought
 that 
in this way the effect of the pOOl' elastic propertie of the diaphragm on the performance o
f the 
instrument could be made negligible, but thi ha not proved to be the case owing to 
other 
propertie characteristi(: of the e diaphragms. 
I National Ad\' isory Committee for Aeronantics Technical Report No. 165, 1923, "Diaphragms
 for Aeronautic Instruments," M. D. llcrsey. 
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onmetallic diaphragms have been u cd in a number of aeronautic insLrument , including 
air-speed indicators and recorder~ ,2 katano cope , oxygen apparatu , 3 balloon manometers/ 
ballonet volume indicators, ide- lip indicators, yaw meters,5 and tUI'll indicators.6 They 
have a.l 0 been u d in a few laboratory manom ters. Figure 1 shows a number of different 
types of nonmetallic dia,phragm pressure element.7 A taut rubber diaphraam i hown in 
Figure lA, the instrument being a mith air- peed indicator (BriLi h). It is a characteristic 
of a taut rubber diaphragm when u ed in this way that the deflection of the centcr of the dia-
phragm can be made approximately proportional to the quare root of the diiYerential pressure 
applied, provided the diaphragm is not too taut. (See fig. 14.) Owing to the fact that the 
differential pre sure produced by an air-speed nozzle is proportional to the quare of the peed, 
it i obviou that a diaphragm of thi type will give very nearly a uniformly graduated scale 
under these circumstance with Lhe use of an extremely simple multiplying mechanism. 
A 
D 
FIG. I.- T ypes oC non metallic diapbragm pre ure elements 
Figure 1, B, show a nonmetallic bellows quite imilar Lo tho e used in the Toussaint-Lepere 
air-speed recorder.2 The bellow is built up of sections of rubberized fabric cemented alter-
nately at the center and at the outer edge. A large deflection is ob tained for a comparatively 
small differential pre. ure. 
Figures 1, 0, D, and m, are exa,mp les or slack diaphragm pres ure elements. Figure 1, 0, 
shows Lhe slack zephir leather diaphragm used in the Pioneer balloon manometer. Here again 
Lhe diaphragm deflects in opposition to a steel pring. Figure 1, D, shows a static pres ure type 
banonet volume indicator cons tructed at the Bureau of tandard. ince the differential 
pressure producing full-seal deflection of this instrument is less than 1 centimeter of water, it 
was neces al'y to u e an extremely flexible diaplU'agm maLerial. Alum-tanned colon leather 
I I ational A" \" i ~ory Commillee for Aeronautics Technical Report No. 127, " Airern ft peed Instru ments," by F.L.IInnt and 1l.0.Stearns, 1922. 
3 ntional .\d v isory Committeo (or AerooallLic' Technical Report. No . 130, II Oxygen lostru Dlcnts," by F. L. fluut, 1922. 
, 'l'e('hnologic Puper No. 2:37, Bureau of Standards, "A eronautic Instru monts," by F. L . llu nt. 
• Na t ional .\ d \'isory Committee for Aeronautics Technical Hcport No. 112," Con trol in Circliug Fligbt," by F . II . orton and E. T. AlJen, 1921 
• National Ad \' isory Committee for Aeronautics T ecbnica l Report "0 .12 ," Direction I nstruments," by W .S.Franklin and M'II ' Stillmau,1922. 
7 The term" pressure element " include both the spring and tbe diaphragm. 
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was found to be ideal for this purpose ince its flexibility wa greater than that of any other 
material examined. Figure 1, E, show the rather unusual element used in the Smith air-speed 
recorder. The diaphragm is made large in order to give a sufficiently great working force for 
the comparatively small differential pressure developed by a Pitot nozzle. The motion of the 
diaphragm is resisted by a fiat steel spring. It should be observed that each of the last three 
instruments discu sed has a large metal center on which is mounted the arm that transmits t.he 
force of the diaphragm to the spring. The size of the rigid center plays an important part in 
the design of a pre sure element of this type, since the amount of force transmitted to the 
spring for a given pressure can be changed by altering the size of this center. 8 
II. MATERIALS USED FOR NONMETALLIC DIAPHRAGMS 
The material which have been u ed in the construction of nonmetallic diaplu-agms can be 
divided into four general classes : 
1. Rubber. 
2. Treated fabrics . 
(a) Rubberized. 
(b) Oiled. 
(0) Doped. 
3. Leathers and skins. 
(a) Untreated. 
(b) Doped. 
(0) Oiled. 
4. Paper. 
In most instances when rubber has been used, i ts own elasticity has been utilized to furni h 
the resi ting force. In the Hue automatic katanoscope, however, a rubber diaphragm is used 
with a rigid central disk and an opposing spring. 
The other three clas os of materials are always used in combination with a metal spring, 
and so it is advantageous to have them a pliable as possible. They should never be so u ed that 
. the deflection is to an appreciable degree dependent on the stretching of the diaphragm, ince 
under these circumstances the comparatively poor elastic properties of the diaphragm are 
brought into play. 
III. NATURE AND PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS USED 
RUBBER 
The physical and chemical propertie of rubber vary according to its source and prepara-
tion. Vulcanized rubber i very elastic and pliable at ordinary room temperatures, but these 
propertie are temporarily de troyed when the rubber is subjected to the low temperatures which 
aeronautic in trument ometime experience. The effect is transient, however, hence when the 
rubber returns to room temperatme, its elasticity and pliability are completely restored. 
Rubbers and rubberized fabrics to be suitable for use a diaphragms must be vulcanized; 
that i , a certain amount of sulphur must be combined with the rubber by some process so as 
to transform the original product into one which ha much better properties. A complete 
description of these processes whereby rubber can be vulcanized will not be given here as 
de criptions are available el. ewhere.9 
Among the changes which are produced by vulcanization may be noted an increase in the 
strength and elasticity of the rubber and loss of adhesivenes. It becomes insoluble in ordinary 
rubber solvents and it is affected to a less degree by changes in temperature. The most serious 
defect of thin rubber sheet suitable for use as diaphragms lies in the rapid deterioration which 
takes place in the material, the elastic properties becoming markedly poorer within from six 
months to two years, depending on the method of preparation. It has been shown that rel-
atively undervulcanized rubber compounds deteriorate less than those which are overvulcanized. 
I See discussion of "effective area," Section VII. 
'Bureau of Staudards Circular No. 38, "The Testing of Rubber Goods ." 
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FABRICS 
Untreated fabrics.1o- An elementary knowledge of the s rucLure of Lhe fiber compnsmg 
different fabric will make much clearer the reasons for orne of the effects exhibited by n n-
metallic diaphragms made of these maLerials. For example, wool fiber is built up of layers of 
animal cells of various forms which are capable of absorbing moi ture. s a result the wool 
fiber i far more hygro copic than any other fibers us d and so i wholly lUlsuitable for u e as 
a diaphragm rna erial . 
The silk Etber is apparently a continuou thread but probably is made up of a number of 
exceedingly minute elements. Hygroscopically it ranks next to wool, but in spite of this fact 
it has been used in diaphragm because it pos e e other de irable propertie . 
The cotton fiber an be easily reoognized from it ribhonlike unequally twi ted appearance. 
It has the desirable property of being much less h . gro copic than either wool or ilk. 
Two form of moisture are contained in the fiber: (1) That in ch emical combination with 
the fibers, called waLer of hydration, more or Ie fixed in amount, and (2) that in the pore or 
cells of the fiber, variable in amount and depending on the change in relative humidity of the 
air to which the fiber is exposed. Only this second form, the hygro copic moisture, had to 
be taken into account in this investigation, since the water of hydration is not driven off until 
the fiber ha been partially destroyed by exposure to high temperatures. 
Rubberized fabric .- A rubberized fabric con ists of a fabric backing on which i pread or 
calendered one or more coat of thin rubber. In this ,vay the flexibility of the fabric is retained 
to a high degree while the rubber add the nece ary impermeability . The rubber can be 
vulcanized by either the cold or the heat cure. 
Rubberized fabric ha b een u ed extensively in the construction of bellows for the Tous aint-
Lepere air- peed recorder. ( ee fig. 1, B .) An exc llent grade of ilk fabric is used, having a 
very thin coating of rubber calendered on one side. The resultant product posse ses many 
desirable characteristics for u e a nonmetallic diaphragms, but possesses the usual defect Of 
rubber that it deteriorates after one or two year , rapidly becoming 0 tiff as to be usele s. 
The de irable qualitie of till material have led to an attempt in this country to produce 
a rubberized fabric for the construction of in trument bellows, but the product thus far ha 
not been equal in quality to the Tous aint-Lep ere. 
The beh avior of rubberized fabric un leI' varying condition of temperature and humidity 
is more complex than the performance of either the fabric or the rubber when used alone, but 
the changes are comparatively small. 
Oiled fab1·ics. - A number of oiled material were tested during this inve tigation. It was 
found that both drying and nondrying oils served the purpo e of filling the pores so a to remain 
in the material indefinitely, thus rendering the material relatively impermeable to gase and 
moisture. It has been found that the majority of the material so treated are affected by 
changes in temperature to uch an extent that they are nearly worthle s as diaphragm material 
for use in aeronautic . 
Doped fabrics. II_ A number of special dope were prepared through the courtesy of the 
Chemistry Division at he Bureau of tandard in hope that thes might give the fabric the 
properties of being impervious to ga es and of being unappreciably affected by changes of 
temperature and humidity. orne of th materials ab orbed a large amount of the dope owing 
to their pronounce L fibrou characteristics and hygroscopic properties and thu b came stiff, 
heavy, and nonuniform, but certain other materials Ie fibrou and hygro copic allowed the 
dope to form a smooth, thin, leatherlike fini h on the urface, giving the material the desired 
propel' tie . 
L eathers and kin .I"- Inte tinal leaLhers and skins are the only material belonging to Lhi 
clas which were fOlUld 0 have cLesirable characteristics for usc a diaphragm. The e leather 
10 Cataloguc, Cramcr System o[ Air Conditioning, 1909, Stuart \I'. Cramcr. Il oward Block, Providencc, R . L (or Courthouse Squ are, 
lotte, l" . C., or andlcr Building, Atl anta , Ga.). 
II National Advisory Committee [or Aeronautics T echnica l Report No.3 , " Airplane D opes an d D oping," by W . II. Smith, 1919. 
12 "Practical Tanning," by Allen Rogers, ll. C . Baird & Co., New York C it y. 
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differ from kid skin and other similar leathers by the absence of large pores, thus rendering 
them comparatively impervious to gases. A few instruments have been constructed, using a 
treated sheepskin,ts but this material is too heavy and too porous for general use. The prop-
erties of the different intestinal leathers when used for diaphragms depend largely on the process 
of tanning. When using zephir leather or vegetable-tanned colon leather it ha been found 
desirable to impregnate the material with oil or to coat it with some form of dope to render 
it more highly impervious to gases. On the other ha,nd, the alum-tanned colon leather was 
highly impervious without any surface treatment. These inte tinal leathers and skins are 
extremely thin and are very tough and strong. The leathers are distinguished from goldbeater's 
skin by their softness and pliability as compared with the relative stiffness of the goldbeater's 
skin. 
Goldbeater's skin is wholly unsuitable for diaphragms, although it is highly impervious to 
gases. It expands considerably with increase in humidity and, as will be shown later in this 
report, this causes the stiffness of the pressure element to change appreciably.a 
PAPER 
Several specimens of parchment, Japanese paper , and the so-called nonporous papers 15 
were tested in this investigation but none were found to be of any value for use as diaphragms. 
Their lack of strength, their stiffness, and the high degree to which they were affected by 
changes in humidity all combined to cause their rejection. 
IV. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE BEHAVIOR OF NONMETALLIC DIAPHRAGMS 
Nonmetallic diaphragm posses characteristics which are peculiar to this type of dia-
phragm, as well as a number of characteristics which are also found in metallic diaphragms. 
It will probably be best to enumerate at this point the most important of the factors which 
affect their behavior. These may be cIa si:fied as follow 
1. Seasoning. 
2. Ageing. 
3. Humidity. 
4. Temperature. 
(a) Transient effects. 
(b) Permanent effects. 
5. Stretching. 
6. Permeability. 
7. Indeterminate factors. 
(1) and (2) Seasoning and ageing. 16-The terms "seasoning " and "ageing" have been 
used interchangeably in connection with metallic diaphragms in the :first report of this series 1 
under " Irreversible effects," There a "sea oned" diaphragm is defined as "one which repeats 
its mechanical performance, including any irreversible effects 17 * * * on successive occa-
sions, separated by a sufficient interval of rest, provided of course, that the diaphragm is sub-
jected to identical conditions on each occasion." The criterion for a seasoned diaphragm has 
been discussed in detail in the above-mentioned report to which the reader is referred for a 
more complete discussion. The subject is brought up here in order to explain the meaning of 
the terms "seasoning" and "ageing" as applied to nonmetallic diaphragms in the present 
report. 
Here the term "seasoned" will be applied to any diaphragm which, when subjected to 
identical conditions on successive occasions, separated by a sufficient interval of rest, yields 
1 National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Technical Report No. 165. "Diaphragms for Aeronautic Instruments," M. A. Hersey. 
1923. 
13 Hollocoombe-Clilt air·speed indicator. 
H See Alum Tanned Colon Leather untreated-Flexibility of material. 
" Bureau of Standards Circular No. 107, "Testing of Paper." 
16 National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Technical Report No. 39, "The Testing of Balloon Fabrics," by J. D. Edwards and 1. L. 
Moore, 1919. 
17 Namely, load-deflection curve, drift, hysteresis, after-effect, etc. (the last three are irreversible effects). 
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the same pressure-deflection curve. This definition differs from the more precise definition 
given in the above-m ntioned publication in that the irrever ible effect are ignored. 
A metallic diaphragm, when once seasoned, retain almost indefinitely the properties 
which characterize its ea oned tate. This is not true, in general, of nonmetallic diaphragms. 
It will be found, for example, that most rubber diaphragm gradually grow more flexible in the 
COUl'~e of SLX months or a year and then gradually become tiller and stiffer until they become 
u eless. In a similar way, rubberized fabric grow appreciably tiller in the COUl' e of several 
years. Thi gradual d terioration 01 the diaphragm over a long period of time will be called 
"ageing " in this paper. 
(3) Humidity.lo-All of the nonmetallic diaphragm tested in thi investigation were 
affected to a greater or lesser degree by change in humidity. everal material were eliminated 
from further inve tigation becau e extreme changes in humidity altered by a much a 20 
per cent. the pre ure-dellection curve of pres ure element in which diaphragm of the e 
materials were u ed. In all probability thi effect i due to two cau es, the first and more 
important 01 which i the expansion 01 the material IS with increa e of humidity. This changes 
the effective area 19 of the diaphragm and so altcr the pre. ure-d eflection curve. The econd 
effect, 'which is undoubtedly v ry man, i the change in pliability of the diaphragm a the 
humidity change. 
The cffect of humidity on nonm tallic diaphragm i even more important than the effect 
of temperature. It ha led in some in tance to the treatment of the surface of the material 
in an attempt to decrea e the effect. The e trea tment , however, usually increa e the temper-
ature eff ct so greatly that nothing i gained. . 
(4) Temperature .- Two cIa e of temperature effect are found to exi t in nonmetallic 
materials . In the fir t place a recoverable 20 change tak place in rno t material whenever 
they arc heated 01' cooled and are then brought back to their original tempcmtul'e. Thi change 
in a nonmetallic clinphragm pre Ul'C element is comparable to thc change in tiffne which 
take plnc in a metallic diaphragm pressurc lemcnt whcn its temp rature i altered.21 The 
second eff ct i duc to a permanent change which takes placc in the material when it is heated 
or coolcd ufficiently. Obviou ly a material which undergoc pcrmanent changes when sub-
j ected to temperature variation uch a may be experienc d in u e i totally unsuited (or a 
diaphragm. Each material inve tigated was tested over a wide range of temperatures for per-
manent change. Low temperatures affected permanently but few of the material examined; 
the difficulties aro e at high temperature , from +40 0 to +600 centigrade. 
Even though a material may prove to be free from permanent temperature effect over 
the desired range of temperature, it may till be ufficiently ubject to tran ient effect to be 
practically useless. For example, a number of material, particularly when posses ing a urface 
treatment, stiffen 0 greatly at temperatures of -100 to - 20 0 centigrade a to be worthless 
for use in aeronautic instrument. The effect of temperature a well a the effect of humidity 
on nonmetallic diaphragm is probably due both to a change in the effective area and to !1 change 
in the pliability of the material itself. However, ,vhile the :first of the e is undoubtedly the 
important factor where humidity is concerned, sometime one and ometime the other of 
the e two factors ha the greater influence where change in temperature are involved. 
It was extremely difficult to inve tigate the effect of temperature alone on nonmetallic mate-
rials, ince it was not practicable to control the atmospheric humidity during the te t except 
in a general way. This difficulty is due to the facts that it i the relative humidity which con-
trols the moisture content of the material and that tbi effect i large. If the relative humidity 
could have been kept constant in the testing chamber at different temperatures, the difficulty 
10 Catalogue, Cramer System of Air Conditioning, 1909, StuArt W. Cramer, Howard Dlock, Providence, R. r. (or Courtbouse Square, 
Cbarlotte, N. C ., or Cnnd ler Building, Atlanta, Oa.). 
18 National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Tecbnical Report No. 36, "Tbe Structure of Airplane Fabrics," by E. Dean Walen, 1919. 
" See Section VII of tbis paper. 
20 Namely, one wbicb disappears wben tbe diapbragm is allowed to remain under normal conditions for II long enougb period. 
" Tbe effects are comparable but tbe causes are quite different. In metallic diapbragm pressure elements tbe cbange is largely due to tbe effect 
o( temj)<lrature on tbe elastic moduli of the material, wbile in nonmetallic diapbragm pressure elements it is mainly due to expansion or contraction 
to tbe material witb tbe resultant cbange in tbe effective area of tbe diapbragm. 
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would have been eliminated, but no practicable method of doing thi wa devised during the 
investigation. 
Instrument with nonmetallic diaphragm are, with few exception, unsuited for use under 
condition where the in trument temperature ,vill fall below -200 centigrade. It. is obviously 
important to know in de igning the diaphragm the range of temperature to whieh the in tl"U-
ment will be uhjected in use. 
(5) 11'etching.22- The comparatively low ela tic moduli of the nonmetallic materials 
under discu sion allow more or less stretching of the diaphragm to tak place. If the tr tch 
which occurs is perfectly elastic, the principal effect i to change the effective area of the clia-
phragm for any given deflection from what it would be if no stretching took place and thus 
to affect somewhat the hape of the pre m'e-deflection curve. However, if a eertain amount 
of permanent set occurs each time the diaphragm is tretcbed, a progre. j,' e change takes place 
in the pres ure-deflection curve of the pre ure clement. Thi permanent set often 0 CU I , 
but fortunately the succe sive increments become malleI' and smaller if the diaphragm mate-
rial is properly eho en for the loads it is to carry, and so the change onstitutes part of the 
sea oning proces of the diaphragm. 
As might be expected, the various material undergo this stretching to a different degree 
for the same pressure, and each material is affected more and more with increasing pres ure. 
The magnitude of the effect is, of course, dependent on the stre se existing in the diaphragm 
and 0 is affected by the lackne 23 of the diaphragm a well as the applied pre sure. These 
stresses could be computed, ut least approximately, for nonmetallic diaphragm ' , but no attempt 
has been made to do this in any of the instruments using nonmetallic diaphragm pres ure 
element designed at the Bureau of tandard~. Each problem ha been investigated indi-
vidually and a diaphragm material chosen which experimen t showed would give sati factory 
performance under the tresses involved. Alum-tanned colon leather tretche the mo t of 
any of the materials which were tested in this investigation , but it ha heen found possible 
to ea on this leather and thu use it in many in tance . 
(6) PermeabiZity. - Mo t nonmetallic diaphragm po sess one defect, which is not charac-
teristic of metallic diaphruaID and which often cau es the rejection of a particular material. 
This defect is the permeability of the material; that i , its failure to prevent the pas age of a gas. 
Under ordinary condition, this is not a seriou matter, provided the material is not 0 permeable 
as to produce a sufficient flow of air in the connecting tubes to cau e an appreciahle friction loss. 
When there are different gases on opposite side of the diaphragm, however, the permeability 
of the material may be important. A good inu ·tration of this may be found i.n the static pre -
sure type ballonet volume indicator hown in Figure ID. The ca e of this instrument is con-
nected to the gas bag of the dirigible and contain hydrogen or helium, while the diaphragm 
chamber is connected to a ballonet anel 0 is filled with air. Now when enough air leaks through 
the diaphragm to back up into the tube cOlmecting the case to the gas bag, the differential pres-
ure acting on the diaphragm 'will he altered, eau ing an error in the reading. Furthermore, if 
hydrogen i the inflating ga , an explosive mixture may be formed in the in trument. In this 
volume indicator provi ion ha been made for flu hing out the ca e and diaphragm chamber ea ily 
when de ired, thus removing any mixture of gase which may have been formed. 
As might be expected, the diaphragm material were more highly p rmeable when ub-
jected to high pressure than when ubjected to low pre sure. Thi. i undoubtedly due to the 
material stretching and incr asing the size of the pores. The permeabili ty, therefore, is not a 
function of the applied pressure alone, but depends also on the amount of stretching, which 
in turn depends upon the stresses set up in the material. In other word, the size and slack-
ness of the diaphragm mu~ t be considered a well as the applied pre ure. 
A test for permeability i the firat which hould be 'applied to a material whiJh is under 
consideration for u e a a nonmetallic diaphragm, for if this test gives unfavorable result, the 
" ational Ad visory Committee for Aeronautics Technical Report No. 16, "The tretcbing of tbe Fabric and the Deformation of tbe Envelope 
in Nonrigid Balloons," by Rudolpb ]JaRS and Alexander Dietzius, 1917. 
23 See Sec. VII. Computation of effective area. Case 1. 
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material can usually be excluded from further investigation. Occasionally a highly permeable 
material may possess such excellent characteristics in other respects that it may be "Worth 
while to apply a surface treatment to close the pores, but thi is not in general the case. 
(7) Indeterminate factor .- Even when all the external conditions of the te t are identical 
as far as can be determined the diaphragm may give lightly different re ults. The difficulty 
of duplicating the conditions exactly makes it practically impossible to tudy this point, but 
there is one obvious reason why the performance should be lightly erratic. In mounting a 
slack diaphragm, a number of wrinkle are usually produced, particularly at the edge. These 
wrinkles change from time to time and the re i tance which they offer to deflection varies cor-
respondingly. The slacker the diaphragm, the more trouble is caused from this effect. Con-
sequently for diaphragms which are to be very slack, a thin, very flexible material is desirable. 
Dry goldbeater's skin is un atisfactory in this respect, while alum-tanned colon leather gives 
excellent result . 
V. METHOD OF TESTING MATERIALS AND DIAPHRAGMS 
PERMEABILITY TESTS OF MATERIALS 
The permeability of the materials used was determined by fastening a piece of the material 
between two metal plates in which had been drilled a hole 1 inch in diameter and subjecting it on 
one side to the air pressure exi ting in a closed system of lmown volume. A liquid manom-
eter connected to the system enabled the ob erver to measure the rate of fall of pressure dur-
ing tests and thus to measure the rate of flow of air through the material. The temperature 
was maintained con tant within 2 degrees centigr'ade throughout the test. 
TEMPERAT RE, HUMIDITY, AND SEASONING TESTS OF DIAPHRAGMS 
In conducting te ts to determine the effect of temperature and humidity upon the materials 
and to investigate seasoning, each material was tested in turn as a slack diaphragm in a Smith 
FIG. 2.-Manometer used for testing nonmetallic diaphragms 
balloon manometer. (See fig. 2.) This type of instrument was chosen because the construc-
tion was such as to facilitate changing the diaphragms and because the mechanism was very 
satisfactory, exhibiting little friction and exceedingly small temperature errors. Before tests 
of the diaphragms were started, the effect on the mechanism of the instrument of temperature 
changes was investigated. This was done by mounting a micrometer head in place of the 
diaphragm and mea uring over a wide range of temperatures the deflections of the spring (and 
therefore of the diaphragm deflections) corresponding to the different scale readings. The 
effect of temperature on the micrometer head was known and the necessary correction was 
applied. Tests at room temperature, at + 50° C. and - 20° C. indicated the temperature effect 
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on the mechanism to be so small that it could be neglected in testing the diaphragms. From 
-20° C. to +50° C., this effect averaged only 0.15 per cent for each 10-degree change from 
+20° C. 
The in trument was then used to determine the effects on the nonmetallic materials under 
investigation of seasoning, change of temperature and changes of humidity assuming the 
performance of the mechanism to be constant under all condition. 
In testing the diaphragms it wa considered desirable to have them sufficienLly . lack, 0 
that when deflected enough to produce a full-scale reading, the material would not be put in 
direct tension. The deflection producing full-scale reading wa found to be 1. 5 millimeters. 
A minimum slackne of 1.003 24 wa found sufficient to give this deflection without subjecting 
the diaphragm to direct tension. 
An inclined U tube of large bore filled with benzol and calibrated by mran of a vertical 
water column was u ed to mea ur the pre sure required Lo deflect tlr diaphragm. 
When the diaphragm had been mounted in the in trument it was rr trd for several hours, 
after which room-temperature tests were run. It wa found in general th,tl consecutive cali-
brations under the same condition of temperature and humidity, a nrarly a could be ob-
tained, would not agree unless at least 20 minutes elap ed between the te'ts. Twenty-five 
deflections corresponding to full- cale reading were administered in some in tance and everal 
room-temperature te ts were made, immediately after which the diaphragm appeared Lo be 
more flexible than at first, but after an hour's re t the further room-temperature tests agreed 
approximately with the original te ts. 
Difficulty wa experienced in determining the effect on the diaphragm of temperature and 
humidity eparately. With the object of obtaining the diaphragms in the driest possible eon-
dition, tubes containing calcium chloride were in erted on both sides of the diaphragm in the 
apparatus. The air in the system was forced back and forth on both sides of the diaphragm 
for several hours each day to facilitate the ab orption of the moisture by the calcium chloride. 
It was assumed that thi process of eliminating the moi ture wa practically complete although 
the humidity of the air in the y tem wa not mea ured. Evidence as to this point will be given 
later in the paper under the detailed result for various material . 
In general, mo t of the pres ure element become stiffer upon the removal of moi ture from 
the diaphragms, and since the rate at which the moi tUI' wa removed differed for each material 
and since no mea ure of the humidity wa fea ible, four or five days were allowed for drying, 
during which time several room-temperature te ts were made each day in order to note the 
stiffening. When the proce of stiffeninO' appeared to be complete, the diaphragm were 
considered ready for temperature te t . 
Following a period of 24 hour' rest the pre ure elements were calibrated at approximately 
+ 20°, + 10°, 0°, _10°, and - 20° C. They were then allowed to return to room temperature, 
and after a further re t of 24 hour had been given them, room-temperature tests were made to 
ee if the low temperatures had caused any permanent ehange in the diaphragms. Aiter another 
24-hour period of reo t the temperature was gradually increased from approximately + 20°, to 
+30°, +40°, and +50°C., a calibraLion being made at ea h temperature. After the pressure 
element had been brought back to room temp rature and had rested for 24 hours, a further 
series of room-temperature test extending over several days was made. The drying tubes 
which were connected to the instrument throughout all the temperature test were then removed 
and air under existing atmo pheric condition wa allowed to orne in contact with the dia-
phragm. After everal day, room-temperature calibration were run to determine how closely 
the diaphragm would agree with the original calibration, although owing to the usual change 
in humidity of the atmosphere since the beginning of the te ts, it was not anticipated that exact 
agreement would be found. 
,. See. ce. vrL Computation of effective area. Case 1. 
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VI. TESTS OF NONMETALLIC MATERIALS AND DIAPHRAGMS 
RES LTS OF PERMEABILITY TESTS 
Wi th a few exception the m aterial invc tigated proved to be ufficiently impermeable to 
air for general u e. Te t were made up to pre ure of 10 pound per quare inch. The fol-
lowing m aterials 'were found to be practically impermeable under thi pre sure: 
1. Rubber. 
2. Treated fabric . 
(a) Tou ain t-Lepere rubberized silk. 
(b) Goodyear rubberized silk. 
(c) Balloon fahrics. 
(d) Cotton treated wi th tung oil. 
(e ) ilk treated wi th tung oil. 
(j) Airplane fabric. 
(g) Oil d ilk. 
3. Leather and skins. 
(a) Un treated. 
1. \..lum-Lanned colon lea ther. 
2. Goldbeater 's skin. 
(b) Treated. 
1. Zephir leather. 
2. Bung-gu t leather . 
3. Vegetable- tanned colon leather. 
4. Kid skin . 
The following materials wer e found to he 0 highly permeable as to be unsui ted for use as 
nonmetallic diaphragms, the one possible excep tion to this statemen t being zephir leather. 
In pi te of i ts fairly high permeabili ty, thi m aterial appear d to be worthy of further investiga-
tion owing to other desirable ch aracteri tics. 
1. Un treated fabrics . 
(a) ilk . 
(b) Cotton . 
2. Un treated leather and skins. 
(a) Zephir leather . 
(b) Bung-gut leather. 
(c) Vegetable- tanned colon leather. 
(d) Kid kin . 
ince, a has been hown, the permeabili ty of the material varie not only with pres ure, 
bu t al 0 wi th th ize and he slacknes of the diaphragm , the above re ul t are not defini tely 
conelu ive. H owever , ince the maximum pre ure u ed in the te ts was m any times greater 
t han any which would probably be u ed in practice, i t will be found that the e re ul ts are 
applicable to nearly any practical ca e which may ari e. 
RES ULTS OF TESTS FOR EFFECTS OF TEMPERAT RE, H MIDITY, ETC. 
A large number of m aterials 2;; were te ted in the mi th m anometer , as already de cribed, 
to d termin e their performance a ' slack di aphr agm . I t is not wor th while to di cus in detail 
th e results ob tained for all of these materials. In tead, detailed re ult will be given for th e 
mo t ui table materials tested, and in addition for ever al m aterials which , while not ui table 
for u e, exhibited to a m arked clegree er tain ch aract ri tic' which m any of the ther material 
h owed to a sligh ter exten t . A study of these out. tanding characteri tics 'hed light on the 
performance of nonmetallic diaphragm . The resul ts for all th e m aterial te ted are summarized 
in T able 1. 
" Seo Table [ for tbe complete list . 
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ALUM-TANNED COLON LEATHER UNTREATED 
Description.- Alum-tanned colon leather (fig. 3) when received from the manufacturer 
:va in the form of creamy-white tran lucent skins, averaging about 24 inche in length, 10 
Inches in width, and 0.001 inch in thiclme . It was very soft, pliable, smooth, limp, and 
light in weight, yet strong, tough, and uniform. The urface evidently had been powdered 
with a white talc, the excess of which was ea ily r emoved with a cotton du ter. 
Slacknes, .26-After mountinO' a piece of the above-described material in a Smith manometer, 
the slackne ' was determined as 1.003, but after all te t had been completed the slackne s 
wa found to have increased to 1.005. 
Seasoning.-The change in slacknes in this instance constitute, at lea t to a large extent, 
the seasoning process, and this effect can be recognized easily in Figurc 3 by the gradual 
increase in flexibility of th e di aphragm throughout the eries of test . This change in slackness 
produces a slight change in the load-deflection curve of the pre sure elcment/7 but is 0 small 
in this instance that it can be neglected for practical purposes. It i preferable, however, to 
cason the diaphragm before it is u ed. 
Repelition. - This material repeated its perJol'mancc well both on the arne and on difTerent 
days, regardlc s of variations III weather condition. This probably due to the filling of 
Test number 
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-20 20 50 
Temperature in ·C 
FIG. 3.-Untreated alum-tanned colon leather 
the minute pore by the tanning process. Goldbeater 's skin, the r e ults for which are shown 
in Figure ,is a O'ood example of the performance of this same material 28 when the pores are 
not filled. 
Temperalllre. - An increa e in sLinness of about 3.3 per cenL. aL the lowest temperatures 
will be observed from Figure 3 while at high temperatures the maximum increase in flexibility 
wa approximately 4.5 per cent. This maximum increa e in flexibility was not caused 
entirely by increased temperature, but wa aided by the seasoning produced during the series 
of test , so bearing thi in mind it can be een that the effect of low temperature was practically 
the same numerically as that due to high temperaturc. IO permanent effect due to high or 
low temperature wa found. 
Hysteresis .2°- The average hy tere i exhibited by thi material wa small, being abouL 1 
per cent. of the maximum reading. The hystere i wa practically unaffected by changes in 
temperaLure. 
Flexibility of material.- Thi leaLher wa the mo t elastic and pliable material tested during 
the invesLigation. 
The results of the tests of this material are hown in omewhat more delail in Figure 3. 
The data for each test are given on the vertical line through the number representing thaL test . 
.. See Sec. VII. Computation of effective area. Case 1. 
" See Section VIl of tbis r port. 
" Gold beater's skin and the roloo leather are made from the outer coat of the cmcum of tbe ox, the first being dried and the second tanned. 
" Hysteresis is lhe excess of pressure required to produce a given instrument rcading, with pressure increasing, over that required to produce 
the same reading with pressure decreasing. 
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Directly above the number of the test is given the temperature of the pressure element for that 
test. Above the temperature is indicated the approximate relative humidity existing in the 
testing system. Where the relative humidity i given over a number of tests as "51 to 0," as 
in Figure 3, for example, this is to be understood a meaning that the relative humidity wa 
decreasing throughout the tests, tending toward zero, although, of course, it never reached 
this value. Above the value of the humidity are given the values of the hysteresis expressed 
as percentage of the total range. These are obtained by averaging the values of the hysteresis 
for all of the test point , dividing thi re ult by the pressure required to produce full-scale 
deflection of the pointer, and expres ing the result as a percentage. 
Above the values of the hy teresis is given the variation in stiffnes of the pres ure element. 
The stifl'ness of the pre ure element i defined a the ratio of the hydrostatic force acting on 
the diaphragm to the deflection of the spring which restrains the motion of the diaphragm; 1. e., 
Stiffness of pres ure clement 30= Ap. 
Ys 
An average value of the tiffness of the pressure element for a given test was obtained by com-
puting the tiffness for each cale graduation at which readings were taken and averaging these · 
re ult. The value plotted for each test is the difference between the a-verage stiffness for the 
test in question and that for the first test divided by the stiffness for the first test, the result 
being expres ed as a percentage. 
ALUM-TA NED COLON LEATHER TREATED WITH ACETATE-CELLULOSE DOPE 
Description.- The kin was mounted on a frame (fig. 4) stretched to make it as smooth and 
uniform as possible and du ted. The dope 31 was applied bymeans of a camel's-hair brush. A thin 
coating wa bru hed on quickly and uniformly on both sides of the skin. The skin was then 
permitted to dry thoroughly over a period of not less than 10 hours while on the frame. It 
was then removed from the frame and a suitable diaphragm which proved to be 0.002 inch thick 
was cut out. 
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FIG. 4.- Alum·tanned colon leather treated with acetate-cellulose dope 
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lackne .- The slackness of this diapJu'agm was not measured until all tests had been com-
pleted, when it was found to be 1.005. 
Seasoning.- A small amount of sea oning appears to have taken place during the first two 
te t of the diaphragm. Figure 4 show that the diaphragm stiffened slightly, the average change 
30 omparc with definition of stiffness of spring given in Section IX. 
31 'rhis dope consisted of ).5 ounces of soluble gun cotton dissolved in two-thirds of a pint of amyl acetate and 1 ounce of Canada balsam mixed 
with 1 fluid ounce of castor oil dissolved in one-third pint of grain alcohol. The advice and cooperation 01 members 01 the Chemistry Division 01 
the Bureau of Standards in connection with the doping of the materials are acknowledged. 
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for the first three te t being betwC'en 1.5 and 2 pC'l' cent. 
phragm appeared to be in a stable condition, repeating it 
of 2 per cenL from it. original condition. 
.\.(, th end of all tl1l' tt' Ls, the dia-
performance and showing a stiffening 
Repetition.-Thi. maLerial repeated its performancC' well , both on th(' same and on 
different days regardlc. of variation in weather condition. 
Temperalure. - An increase in tiiFness of about 21 p('r cent. took plac(' at the lowest Lemp('ra-
lure while at the highest tempC'rature the increa. e in nexibility amounted to abouL 5.5 per cent. 
These large temperature eflect were mainly due to the urface treatment. ~o pC'rmanenL 
efl'ect due to high or low temperatures wa indicated. 
Ilysteresis .- The average hy tere i exhibited by this diaphragm at room temperaturc was 
about 2.5 per cent. of the nUL\:imum pressure. The hystere i increa cd to about 5 per cent., 
however, at tempcratures of -17° centigrade and below. Obviou 1.\' th(' 'mface treatmenL 
affects the hysteresis exhibited by the diaphragm, increasing it over the value ohtained for the 
untreated colon leather, and causing it to be affected hy low temperatures. 
Flexibili ty of material.-Thi maLerial wa found to he liO'htl~, sLifTer than the plain alum-
tanned colon leather owing to the urface treatment. 
.\LUlII-TANNED COLOX L)!;ATUER TRK\TED WITH COLL Drox DOPt.; 
Thickness. - Tbis material averaged 0.003 of an inch ill thieknes8 . ~" (S '0 fig. 5.) 
lac7cness.-After this material had b C'n prC'pared and mounted in n, 'mith manometer, 
it , lackne was found to he 1.007. 
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FIG. 5.-Alum-tanned colon leather treated with collodion dope 
Swsoning.-Little, if any, effect of easoning is shown in Figure 5. 
Repetition.- The diaphragm repeaied it. perfol'manc(' yery w('ll hoth on "anw and on <lif-
f ('ren t daYH, regardless of w('ather condition . . 
Temperalul'e.-An incl'cas in tiffnc s of abou t It per cent. at the low('st U'mpeJ'atures will 
be observed from the IiI' t group of te 1 on the plat while at the highe. t tC'mperaturc th(' increase 
in flexibility amounted to ahout () pOl' cC'nt., these large t('mpC'l'ature eiTects heing accounted 
for by the surface treatment. 
It was intended to stop the tC'mperatul' te, t here, hut th(' in,'trwnent W,lS accidentnI1.,-
allowed to l'('main at a tempC'rature which increa eel from + 50° C. to + 70° C. over a period of 
22 hour'. ) ... t the end of thi time a Lo t \om made aL n iempcraLuro of + 70° C. and Lhe re ' ults 
showed con. iderable stiffening, as can he een from FiO'ure 5. It is bC'lieved that this stiffening 
S2 The dope consisted of a solution of 8 parts collodion, I part castol' oil , and I pllrt caoutchouc solution . 
1540-25t-- 3 
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at incl'ca ed temperatul' \Va probably due to furthl'l' drying of the diaphragm, since at the end 
of thl' scries of tests, the diaphragm having becn allowed to adjust it elf to normal atmospheric 
humidity, there remained a residual stiffening of only 2 per cent. above the original tiiTne of the 
e1 In nL Thi mall value would eem to indicate that the high temperatures produced no 
appreciable permanent ciT ct. Another cries of test ,,-a made at low and high temperature. 
On this 'econd serie of test, the diaphragm tiiTenl'cl by approximately the same amount a it 
did for the, am temperature decrease on the fir t series. On hcating, however, the diaphragm 
on tinued to become more flexib le up to the highe t tl'mpcrature reached, + 70 0 C, The fact 
that, on the second serie of tests, the diaphragm continued to increa e in flexibility up to 
+ 700 C., while on th fir t serie it grew stiffer from + 50 0 C. to +70 0 C., i believed due to 
th e time factor, the time for which the high temperature wa maintained being 1 hour for thl' 
econd crie a against 22 hour for the fir t, the diaphragm thus having time to dry out m u ch 
more during the longer time interval. 
fly teresis .- T he average hysteresis exhibited by this material wa mall and fairly constant 
Lhroughout these te t I being about 2.3 pOI' cent. of tho maximum-pre, sure range. Jo correla-
t ion wi th temperature or time was indicated. 
Flexibility of material.-Thi material was founel to be slightly stiffer than plain alum-
tanned colon leather, owing to the urface treatment. 
ZEPJIIR LEATHER TREATED WITH ACETATE- CELLULO E lJOPE 
De cl'iplion.- Zophir leather when receiyed from the manufacturer - wa ' in the f0ll11 of kim; 
ab out t,h sam e ize a those of alum-tanned colon leather but somewhat thicke r. The average 
thickn e s wa found to be about 0.004 inch. The skins were ;;lightly yellm\' , translucent, smooth 
and strong, but wore considerably loss pliable and loss uniform in 'tructure than tho alum-
tanned colon loath 1". They were highly permeablo to air a. aheady stated, and on thi" account 
('ould not h e teste 1 until giv n a surface 1..r atment. In order to make tho mate rial morc 
fl exibl e th e skins were plit and were thon treated to decreas thoir p rmeability. ( 'ee fig. 6. ) 
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8Zack lle". Tlw s lal'knc:-,s of til(' dil1phmgm was not I1H'Hsllled until til('. completioll of the 
to: ts ,,-ben it Wll'; fo und t(l hl' 1. 00;) . 
,eaSOl/1I1ft. ~o npprcC'iablr eJl\'d of S('tt,;oning ('an h(' ddl'dl'(\ from tl11' lesult,; gi\-l'll in 
Figuro 6. 
Repetition. This diaphragm ]l'peal('d its pelfol"Il1HIlCC Yor)' "pl) )"l'galdless or weather 
conditions . 
TemperatlU'e .-~\.. temperature of _ :20 0 C. t'au:,\ed n stili'rning of l;~ . ,j ])('1" ('('nl.. while n 
temperature of +50 0 C. ('awod. an i11(,l"eI1";c in flexihility of 7 pel" ('ent. ~o permanent effect 
NOX2\,TETALLLC Dl \PlIHAGl\Hi FOn IXSTRGMgXTS 19 
due to temperature ('hanges ('ould he- deteclNl, hut the final room-tempcrntlile tpsts ,.;howed 
an incren,sc in flexibility of aboul 0.5 per cent. oyer the oriO"inal room-te-mperatull' lel:ltH. This 
efIect mar he due to srftRoning or to ft chftngr in hUl11idit~, . '1'he cO'rrt apprars to be permanrnt 
but is YMY smnll. 
IIY8fel'f'sig. The average hystereHiH exhii>ite-cl by this matcrial was sm,lll, aboul :2 p(' r 
('ent. of the mnximul11-preHRurr ran~r. The h.v,.;tereHis inercftse <l to 3.R prr ('rnt. aL Lht' lowrs t 
temperature. 
Fte,ribilil!! of /(/([t(1'iol .- 1'ho douhle thi('kne';R zophir lenthrr was ('onsid('J',lhly stifIer than 
a lum-tanned ('olon leather, but after it hn,cl heon split and tl'ratecl il was [ound to hr mu('h mOl r 
flexible, although not ofluai to alul11-tannrd ('o lon Irathrt' in this ]'r<;pe('1. 
ZI~ PIIIl{ LE.\'TUER TR~~ATlm 'WITH SULPIIO;,\ATgj) OlLS 
. \.. Hkin of douhle tilickne,,::; zephir leltiber \\,,1.::; splii, imel WH::; Lrealrd with oil:l:l h.\" lilt, 
molhod 1111'ol1.<iy des('rihed fo]' eloping lho ,.,kin ,; (fig. 7). I t was a llowNI to dJ'y foJ' (jyO hom,; an d 
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then a diaphragm was cut and mounted in a, SmiLh manome-ter. Thr 1l1<llcrial was found lo 
be 0.0025 inch in thickne,.;s, 
Slacl.;llPss.-The slacklless as determ in ed hefore any t<' ,ts WOI e conciuctrd was found to 
be 1.003, 
SeasollillY. The decl'rase in 'tifl'ncsH from Lest No.4 to Lo::;t No . . j i,; pl'oh'1.bly H. >"r,18011-
ing effect. Test No.5 was mnde 30 minutes after 25 full-scale deflection::; hnd heen giY('n . It 
is belieyed that this was a permanent ('h'll1gr. The gradual in('l'ril,::le ill ,;tiITnC'ss with fUJ'thrr 
losts js accounted for by the drying out of lhe matr]'ial. 
He pet ilion, -The l'epeti tion of perf oJ'll1ancr was s ligh tl~' more Y!Hinbl(' than lh at shown 
h.Y the material" already dis('uHsrd. Thr oil appet1.J'rd to br ('ompnrntiYrl." ~'('Il,;itiY(' to s lighl 
('hanges in humidity and teml)rraturo. 
Temperatl/I'e, .U the lowest lcmprratul'r nn in('l'C<1.::le in HtiIfnr'i'; of 1:{ 1)('1' ('ent. oye r tha t 
aL room temprmillre was exhibited. .\ portio]) of tilis appeal'e-cl to be pel'munent, for after 
resuming room temporature, the dinphrnglll llpP('!1.I"ed more f10xihlr lhan hdoll' tile low-ll'mpr!'<L" 
I ure tests \\'('1 e made. This inc]'cn,;('(i n('xihil i ly ",at' undou htrdl.\' ('n w'rd by tlw absol'ption by 
t.l1C' diaphragm of condensed moi"tul'(' ]'rsulLing l'1'om tIl(' changc from low to I'OOlll tempe1'H.tUl'!' 
,"tnd not by a permanent temperature' ofI't,(,i. 
.\..ll increase in flexibility of 8 pel' ('('nt. from hd X o. Hi at + 20° C. 10 trst X o. 19 at + 50° 
C. is jndieatod in Figure 7. As the dr.'~iJlg proccss was continued, the diaphragm continued to 
'rhc ('omposition of thi~ mixture of oils was not fl("ftnilel~ cil'll"rllliIll'd. hili in all prohHhility it was madC' lIJI of l'od ano 1H':ll's (001 nils 
20 REPonT NATIOX.\L AOVISOHY (,O~Il\IITTEE :FOR AEHO~AUT[CS 
Liffen, Lhe effect 'how11 in Le ts 20, 21, ~tDd 22 supporting Lhe view that the diaphragm had 
absorbed conden ed moi ture in warming up after the low-temperature LesLs. In the final 
te ts the performance agreed fairl)' well with that of the fir t room-temp rature tests after 
preliminary asoning had occurred. ::\f 0 permanent effects due Lo temp rature changes could 
he detected. Tests sho\\'ed, howeYC'r, that from -± to 72 hour wa required for change 
produced by abnormal t mperatme ami humidiL.\' condition to die out. 
llyslfresi·. - The ayerage hystel'e i. exhibited by lhi material \Va lightly greater than 
:hown b.\' Lhe mat rial pre\'iou I}' discu ed, heing about 3.5 per cent. of lhe maximum-pre sure 
n)'nge. The h.r leresis was erratic throuO'hout the erie' of te t and in addition increased 
noticeabl.\· al low temperature and decrea ed at high temperatures. 
FlfJ'1'bilily of malerial. - Thi material \\'a~ nol as fk ible a alum-lanned colon leather. 
GOLDBbATER' SKIX 
lac7cnpss. - Tbi - diaphragm of onlinar,r golclbeater" skin (fiO'. ) 0.0009 inch thick wa 
mounted in the m1Lh manometer and found to have a slackne 1.003 before test were made. 
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fa , oning. ~ 0 effec;t of seasoning could he delected definitely beea,u, e of oLher factors 
hftving tt greftler in fl uence on the heha\'ior of Lhe material. 
Repflition. - Thi maLerial did noL repeat it performance either on the same 01' on different 
days. Thi may be accounted for by it exir me ensitivity Lo change in humidity. The 
difference in .-WInes hetween tbe first a.nd Lhe final te ts would probahly have been greatly 
reduced if the di}tphragm had heen allow('c1 to adju t itself lo ordinal')' atmospheric humidit), 
for a longer period of time and had then he n te ted. 
Temperalllr f .- This mat('rial illu l1'ates the cliffi.cultie ('xperiencecl in aLlempting to dis-
tingui 11 tbe eIre'cls clue to temperature from lho e du(' to humiclit),. From FiO'Ul'e it 'will be 
. een that as the (lr}'ing 'proeess proceedod (after tesL ~o. ~ ) the diaphragm gradually became 
stiffer, lh(' change heinO' more or les erratic huL in the 'am g ncml direction. vYI1Cn the 
(empemtu]'e wn clecr a d the only <tppar nl eITe t wa tlH),L thi progro ive change practi-
caU.\' ceH. cd, and when Lhe temperature was increased the progre sive change continued 
much mor(' rapid ly than at room temperature. :Now this efIecl may ha\To heen due to the 
fact lhal (h(' ['ehlin:' humidity was grealer al the low l mperature }1nclle s at the high temper-
,)'lul'('. than it would haye been at room lemperature, or it may haye been clue to temp rature 
alone. Either explanation is pIau ible. It is probahle , however, that change in humidity i 
(he controlling factor. 
Hy tf/, . is. - The hy teresis exhibited by thi material wa yery mall. In orne te t it 
was ncgatiye and other positi\~e . Tho ayeraO'e hrsteresi wa about + 0.25 per cent. of the 
NONMETALLIC DIAPHRAGMS FOR IN Tn ME. T 21 
m~ximum 'pre ure l'a~ge. ~ 0 entirely ati factory theory ha yet been adyancctl to explain 
thIs n~gat.rvo hy teresls, although a fairly rea onable explanation of negati,e drift in non-
metallic dIaphragm pre Ul'e elements i given lat~r in this paper. 
Flexibility of material.-This material wa much stiffer Lhan alum-tanned colon leather. 
Th.e fact tllLlt golclbeater' skin is so en itive to changes in humidity and temperature 
l1l<lko It wOl'thle [or u e a nonmetall ic diaphragm . 
COTTOX TH1UTEV WITH T .:\G OIL 
Deccription.-This material (fig. 9) ,,-hen receiyed was already prepared. The exaet 
treatment is not kno,,-n. It wa foun I upon examination that the cot ton cloth had a thread 
count of 130 per inch in one direction and J -1-0 pel' inch at right illlgles. [t ('ont aincd approxi-
mately 3.4 ounces of oil per quare yard and appeared a a dirt)- green gldening fabric with 
a fairly rouo-h surface. It measured 0.007 inch in thickness. 
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FIG. g.-Cotton treated with tung oil 
lackness.-Aiter mounting a diaphragm of the above-described material in a mith 
manometer the slaclme was determined and found to be 1.00. No measurement was made 
after the tests were completed . 
I easoning.-This material showed'a small pl'ogl'e sive increase in flexibility throughout the 
serien of tests as can be seen from F igure 9. This change appeared to be permanent. The 
difference in average pres ure3 between the first two room-temperature tests and the Ia t (ive 
room-temperatUl'e tests wa about 2.5 per cent. This effect does not appear to be due to the) 
drying out of the material, since if the high and low temperature tests are left out of considera-
tion the result of the room temperature test. appear to be nearly independent of humidity. 
Repetition.- This was fairly good both on the ame and on diil'erenL day , regardles~ or 
variations in weather conditions. 
Tempemt'Ure.- If the results for te ' ts 14 and 15 are neglected, the effed of lowering the 
temperature to -18 0 C. was to clecren e the tifl'ne '" of the pre ure element by about 3 per cent. 
imilarly, an increase in temporatur to + 50 0 C. iucrea ed the tiffhes of the diaphragm about 
2.5 per coni. The faeL that the diaphragm grew stiffer with increase in temperature and more 
flexible with de('l"ea e in temperature is worthy of note a this i unusual. IL is doubtful if the 
effect i due to humidity, owing to the apparently mall effect of cbanging the humidity while 
holding the temperature con tanto H!l8ten~i8 . The average hy tere",is exhibited by this material was ahout 3. per cent of the 
maXImum prc"sure nmgu. There was an inc rea. c in hysteresis to 6 per cent at the lowe"t 
temperatures. 
Flexibility of material.- Thi lllaLerial was con iderably tiff r thall alum-tanned colon 
leather. 
15"*0 25t- - 1 
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RUBBERIZED COTTOX 
Descrip/ion.-Th e exact preparation of ihi material (6g. 10) was not learned. It was 
detc l'min eci that the material was cotton with a thin coating of rubber on one Ride. It av raged 
0.0055 inch in thiclrn ~S. 
8/uclt'lles8.- AfLel' mountinO' a diaphragm of this maiel'ial in a SmiOI manometer the s1ack-
ne"s wa" dd('rmined and found to be 1.008. 0 m('asurcmcnt was made after tests were com-
pleted. 
Seasolling.-The reason for the abrupt increa:e in Liffness for test Jo. 3 is not clear. If it 
WOI'(' due to the drying out of the material a progressive chanO'e would be expected, although it 
is pORRi hie that the diaphragm responded very rapidly to the udden change in humidity. Evi-
denc(' in fayo)' of thi' change being due to humidity is found in the results of the last six tests. 
Hcre ,lJ) equally abrupt decrea e in stiffness is found when the diaphragm. is again , ubjected 
to ('xisting atmo pheric humidity. In addition, it can be seen that the )'e ult~ of all tests at 
normal aLmo 'pheric humidity (1, 2, and 39 to 44) agree very well if we discard the results of 
Lest No . .J 2. On the whole, the evidence seems to indicate that no measurable easoning ha,; 
tak('n place. 
Repetitioll.-This matel'iall'epeated its performance very well under similar condition ' . 
Temperature .- This diaphragm proved to be surpri ingly free from temperature effect ' . 
No appreciable hange in tifIne occurred either at high or at low temperature. Following 
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FIG . 1O.-Ruhbcriz~rl rot ton 
losts Ht higll temperature,;, a 'ories of room-telllpcmtur' tC'sts indica ted a slight but temporary 
ine]'C'H.sc in stiffne s. No reason for this could be assigned. 
!l!lsttr'l'sis .- 1'he h)Tst('t'('sis ('xhihit('d hr this diaphragm W,l, sI11111l ,mel I'cmnin('d Iwnd,\" 
constant in ,tmount under all condition,.; (,l1collnlC'l'cd in the t('~ts. 
meJ.:ibilily (~f Ina/erial. 1'lw mat!'l'ial was I'llI' stiffc l' thilll lhe alum-tanned ('n ion h'llth('1'. 
Thicl.1/(' .~s.-This m,ltuial (s('(' fig. II ) was ().OO..J. ' inch in thickness. 
S/a cJ.. II ('88. ~\f ter mounting it diaphl'agm of this malpl'inl in ,1 Smith manomet('r the' ~h1('k­
nL''':S \\',tS found to hI' 1.OOi). 
Se(lsollinq . Lf any scasoning dr('eis \\"('1' (' produ('ed th('.\' \\ (,I'l' too smal l lo he dded('d. 
The lin,li t"sts of lIw diaphl'agm 11g]'('('d Yl'r.y \\'ell with lllP fir"t. . 
Hepe/ition . Thi,; wn,,, yel'.\~ good hoth on sam(' ,wd on difl'el't'llt day.· und('1' \~aryitlg wel1thel' 
('ond i L i o ll ~ . 
Tempera/lu·e. i n order to undcrstlmd the rlr('eL of lcmj)('r,lllll'e Oil lhis malerial, it will \)0 
Iwe'S,;ltry lo ('on~id('1' in detail th(' tondi lions expcl'ienel'd during the tc:~ls. 
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Aftcr t('sl Xo . . j till' drying tuhes wcre connected to the apparatuH and the gmdual inncase 
in stiffncss ]"rsulting is obyious from thr plot. Th(' dfrct of humidity alonr on tIl(' matcrial 
is thus clear. Test os. 1 and 19 were then run at temperaturc: of _ 120 C. cmel -200 C., 
respectiYely, and showed little eO'ect on thr performance. The next test, hmH'YCl". at _250 C' 
caused furLh('r 8tifTening of the diaphraO"ffi. Upon bringing the d iaphragm htt('k to room teffi-
peratme cmd testing, it was found to be in a more flexible condition (trst No. :21) than just 
hefore the lo",-tcmpentturr run. ~\. further serie of room-tempemLul"e trsts showl'd ct O"mdual 
~tiffening of the diaphragm, approaching the condition which exi,ted heforr tll<' low-t('mprr-
ature runs werC' made. 
The rxplanation of this performance appears to be omewhat a~ follows: 'I'll, fahric would 
haye stifl'C'nrd at low temperatures had the relative humidity bern constant, owing to thl' efft'ct 
of low tempcl'llturrs on thr rubber coating. A the temperaturc wa lowerrd, howryer, und('J" 
the conditions of thr tests, the relative humidity increa ed rap i dl.\~, LIm tending to mcl,kr the 
rl iaphragm more flexihle. These two oppo ite tendencies appear to haY(' bll,lanced approxi-
mately between temperatures of -12 0 C. and -200 C., but at -250 C. the stiffening of the 
rubber !tPPCttl" to have overbalanced the tendency toward increa ed flexibility owmg to the 
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FIG. 1l.-'rouS8aint-Lepcre rubberized silk 
increased rt'lu,tin humidity. ImmediatC'ly after the diaphragm was hroughi hack to room 
lemperature, part of the effect of the high relativc humidity remained and thi may have heell 
accentuated by the ahsorption of condens d moisture on the diaphragm. Following this 
thr diaphragm continued to dry out and the p ressure clement hecame gradlHllly tifi'cl". There 
ILppears to h<L\'"(' heen little, if any, permanent ('(fect due to low temperatures. 
Ordinaril)" thc dl'ect of increa cd temperature i to increa e the flexibility of a prt'ssur(' 
('lement, hut in this in tance for temperatul'C'.' above normal room temperature tIl(' pn's:urt' 
('lement exhihitNl em incl"e!l,se in stiffne s amounting to about 2 per cent. at the highest l('mpeJ"-
aLure (+ 50 0 C.). This effect may he accounted for hy assuminO" that further dry:ing duC' lo 
the decreased relalive humidity had a much greater in fluence on the peliormance than did the 
high lcmpNlltUrt'. _\.fter resuming room temperature again the diaphragm indicated hy it,ii 
inrrcased :tifTlless tlutl still further drying had tak n place . 
When tilt' drying tubes were ['emoved a few te. ts ufficecl to show that the ffittterial hltd 
,thsorbed it" normal amount of moisture, had returned to it original ['oom-temperatur(' PN-
formancC', l111d showed no pC'l"manent effect' due to temperature. 
IIysleresis.-Thc ayerage hysteresi exhibited by this material W,l, ' ~mall, heing ,.houL 
1.7 per cenl. of the maximum pressure range. 
Flexibility of material.-This material was only slightly tifter than alum-tanned ('olon 
leather. 
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SINGLE-l'LY RUBBERIZED BALLOO~ FABRIC 
Descriplion.- The exact nature of thi material (fig. 12) wa not known, but it was fOeIDd 
to he a singl -ply fabric treat d with mhber in ueh a way that the latter was absorbed. It 
mea ured 0.0077 inch in thickness . The surface was smooth with a wax-like fmi h. The 
material 'was te ted to obtain further evidence a to the pGrformance of rubberized material. 
lac7cness.- After a diaphragm of thi material had been mounted in a Smith manometer 
the slacknes hefore tests was found to be 1.007. No determination wa mad after completi n 
of te t . 
easol1ing.-No effect of s a oning could be detected po itively. Ther appeal' d to be a 
slight incrca (' in stiffne before the drying tube were put on, yet at the conclusion of the test 
the pre urc element returned approximately to its original p rformance. 
Rppetition.-This was fairly good both on the ame and on different day, regal'clle of 
change in weathcr. 
Temperalure.-Decreasing the temperature cau ed the pre ure element to become tiffer , 
while incr a ing the t mperature produced the opposite effect. There is either a permanent 
effect cau cd hy temperature change or, what appear to be omewhat more probable, a long-
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FIG. 12.- Rubberized balloon fabric (single pl y) 
continued tran ient effect. This is shown by th gradual tiifcning of the pre sure clement 
following the increa ed flexibility cau ed by high temperatures. 
JIysLeresi .- The hy t 1'e is exhibit d by this material wa excc. ive and was very erratic. 
The average value was 5.3 pel' cent. of the maximum pre ure range. 
Flexibility of material.- Thi material ,vas VNy much stiffer than alum-tanned ·olon 
lea.thel'. 
~UTH OILED SILK DL\PIIHAOM 
Dpc·cription.- Thi diaphragm 3 1 had a 'mooth, 0'10 Y 'Ul'face, a.nd appeared to be entirely 
free frOIn ail' bubblc ' ([iO'. 13). It had a O'reeni h color and appeared fairly uniform. 
'lac7cnes .- This wa. not determined for thi diaphragm. 
ea 011 ing.-No eA'ect 01 sea. oninO' i e\Ticlen t from the 1'e ' ults plotted in Figure 13. 
Repetilion. - Tho diaphragm l'epeate l its performance fairly well on the am a.nd Oll 
different clay , rcO'ardless of weather conditions. 
Tempf'l·ature.-Tho diaphragm howed a slight increase in flexibility under low temper-
atUl'e ' a.nd a slight increase in tifInes ' at high teInpel'atUl'es. Ther was no perman n t oA'ect 
evident after the diaphragm was finally brought back to room temperature . 
• From mitb Balloon :\[anometer Identification ~o. n3. 
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Ilyster 'i~.-Thi diaphragm exhibited negative hysteresi in a number of room and high-
temperaturc tests. The aYeraO'c hysteresis for all Le twas 0.75 per cent of the maximum 
pres ure range. 
FlexiMlity. - Thi material was omewhat stiffer than alum-tanned colon l('ather. 
AGEING TEST OF A TAUT RUDDErt DTAPHHAGM 
A heavy rubber diaphragm (figs. 14 and 15) 1 millimeter in thicknes Was mounted in a 'Very 
Laut condition in an OgilYie air-speed meter ca e. Thi rubber was prepared :j ;; hy the Rubbel' 
:Section of the Burcau of Standard, u ing the hot process of yulcanization. TJH' object of 
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the test was to determine the magnitude of the effect of ageing under ordinary conditions 
and the rapidity with which this effect took place. 
1\'10 days after the diaphraO'm was mounted the pres ure-deflection curve obtained was 
found to be almo t a -traight line as shown in Figure 14. About six months later the diaphragm 
was found to ha"e become much more flexible and the eUl'vaiure of the pressure-deflection 
curve had become more pronounced. ee Figure 14. At th(' end of one year the flexibility 
of the diaphragm had increased still further and the Cliryatur of the pressure-defkction curve 
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had become still more pronounced. Followilw thi the diaphragm began to stiffen slowly a 
shown in Figure 15. The maximum increa e in [lexibilitT exhibited by the diaphragm was 
about 70 per cent. In ' pite of the magnitude 01' thi effect it i belieyed that no appreciable 
part of it wa - due to slipping of the diaphragm on the rim. The ageing was cau ed hy the 
slow oxidation taking place in the rubber and the decrease in eh. ticity due to the initial tension. 
This diaphragm is inferior to the ru hbel' diaphragms u, eel in tll(' Ogilvi(' air- pt'ed indicator, 
but it does illu 'irate the characteristic effect of aO'eing on rubber. :Such l'c<>ults as are shown 
in Figures 14 and 15 indicate that the diaphragm would be useles - owing to the great change 
" By :-'11' . S. Collier. 
2G HEPO ln ,',\TIO,' \1. ,\II\'lSOHY l'O~L\llTTEE FOR ,\EltOXAl'TH'S 
in its clast ir pnlJwrti l,..... HPtl'll t iny('.;tiga t ions in France ao indicate, howo",er, that, hy adding 
rertain suhstn,11('l'S to ill(' l'Uhbpl' in the process of manufacture, Lhc oxidation of the ruhber 
can hr grNItI.,- 1'( Larded und th(' ('Ia .... tic propNti('s of tIl(' material retained o",er n period of 
1,XPANSIO;-'; 01' :\I.\TERIALS WITH L 'CHEASE IN HELAT(VE Hu:\<nDITY 
III Ol·dl'l' to stud.\' lit(' r"'p:lll .... ioll and contraction of nonmetallic diaphragm materials with 
chang('s in humidit.y, knm\'ll IPngths \\'('1'(' mark('(l on stl'ips of the e materials, which were 
th(,11 StlSjwIH[e(l from H franw ill .1 bPlI jal' in \\hich t11(' humidity could be cont rolled. ~ot 
onl,\' tIl(' m,lgllitudl' o( lhl' l'h'lngp.; ill ll'ngth of t11(' 'P strip: with changes in humidity va::; thus 
drtNmiIl(,(l, btl t the I'll tl' II t which tIll' strips l'l'spondl'd to sudcl('n change in humidity W£\S 
meas lll'('d. III gl'lll'l'a l, titp .... trips lengthened as th(' rc1ati\Te InuniJity increa ed. The e£f('cL 
of Lhis ('xpansion oJ tll(, m,lt('['iul ,dl('l'r n diaphragm i::; concerned would be to increase its 
('O'('cLi \'(' a [,(,H :17 for po,.;i t i \ ddlrdions alld to decrea,,;e it for negative deflections, thus afrecting 
the form of th(' ]lrcsuJ'('-lldlect ion ('un'p. The results of these tests are ho\\'ll qualitatin-·ly 
in columns (j and 7 of TahIe r. 
SliM:I<lAHY OF HESliLTS FOR ALL MATERIALS 
This sumnl<Il'.\' (Ta ble 1) includes n cOlU})ila tion of the re::;ults for all of the lllt) t('rials pre-
viously descrih rd aud for t\ llumher of miscdlalleous materials, for which the te ts were not 
di cus ed in delail. 1'h(' tahle is nlluable in thnt it informs the reader in a general way what 
may be expected of eHeh material with regard to performance and afl'ords a means of making 
quickly an intelligenL sdecLion of a suitable mn.terinl for any given purpose. 
The first column llames the material and specifies what surface treatment, if any, wa 
gIven. 
The second column gi",es the ~wernge thickne of the material in thou andths of an inch. 
The thickne of nny one material of this nature is an extremely ",ariable quantity as might 
be expected. 
The third column , gi,ing the flexihility or pliability of the material relative to alum-
tanned colon leather has no yery scientific basis, hut is the resulL of the judgment of everal 
individuals who had handled these mat('l'ials. The larger the number assigned to the relati"'e 
flexibility the Ie flexible "as the material. 
Column 4 and 5 are clear. All of the ml\teritlls \ycre atisfactory, a far a ea oning i 
concerned. ~\ll of the materials which agc "Y('ry slowly" and most of those which age" lowly " 
are atisfactory in this re peel. It hould be understood, howe",er, that any material con-
taining rubber will be eriously afl'rcted in the cour e of time. 
Column 6 and 7 relate to the eIIect of chnnges in humidity on the diaphragm. Column 
6 indicates the l'elatiye magnitude of this efl'ect on the diIIerent material and shows the marked 
improvement Te ulting in omr instances from thc application of a, urface treatment. Column 
7 indicates Lhe rate aL which the materials re pond to change ' in humidity. Those material 
which respond slowly might be praclically unaff('C'i('d hy daily yariation in humidity but 
would be afl'ected by change. in the llycrage humidity extending oYer a, period of week or 
month. Th o, e material::; which are said to 1'('spo11(1 quickly nr(' aif('cted appr('r iclhly hy the 
ordinary changes in humidity which take place from hoUl' to hou ['. 
Columns ( , 9, 10, and 11 sho \' the efl'ect of temperature chnngt's on Lll(' materinls. Those 
materials which und el'ao permanent ehange ' \\ hen ouhjel'icd to lligh or low temprratur('s are 
obviou ly un uited for u e under condition such that th('se temperatul't's 11M.\" he exp('l'ienc('d. 
j..11 of the materials exh ibited a mensurahle transient efl'rct ,itll the ('xeept ion or th(' l'uhh('rized 
coLton. Column and 10 sho " th(' increns('d efrect of t(,ll1perature chnngl's on colon leath r 
after a, urface treatmenL ha(l been applied. In ge\ll'rn1. the efl'('l'i of high t('mp('rnture:,; is to 
mak(' the pre sure elements more flexihle and of low templ'ratul'rs to mak<.' them less f1exihlr. 
,15 The _\(·tion of OxidAtion Inhibitrrs on H.ubbrl", Compll's i{('fl(ius . ' "01 Iii. 1))1. 201 Ii C . \. Ii, :~fi2j Ht?:~ ) , hy \ndrr I£\'lhrolllwr nnr! nu~t;.we 
'Bernst in. 
3; Sec Seciion VL( or lhis rop.WL 
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Thi is shown in columns '. ,mel 10. It is seen, howC\~er, thnt nnomalou' l'l'sults were ob tained 
for some of tll<' mnterial~. Cotton ,mel ~ill tre,ttl'd with tung oil and Goodyear ruhhl'l'ized silk 
were found to giYe pressure clements which became more fkxihlP nt low t('mpel'Htun\~ nnd 
stiiIer at high temperntUl'es. The rea.on for thi i not known positinly, hut dependence 
can be placed on the r('sults, for in cach ('a8(, se,eml diaphragms \\'('1'(' ("tn'full)T iI1Y('stigatcd. 
In addition untreat('(l goldheatel"s skin ,mel Toussnillt~Leph(' l'llhlH'l'iz('d silk stifl'cned with 
both increa e and elc('rcase in temperaturc. TI)(' probable reason foJ' this p('('ulinr Iwhnyior is 
discussed earlier in thi. report under the description of the tests of th('s(' mnt(,l'i,tk 
Columns 12, 1:3, and 1-1 show the character of the hysteresis of pl'(\ssur(' ('l(,lllents of the 
various matcrinls. The statemen t that the hysteresis \\~a "stahk" means that t1)(' magnitud(' 
of the hysteresis was practically the same for uecessi,e tests under (hr sI1mr conditions. Fig~ 
ure 3 illu trate ' "stahle" hystere i , "hile Figure 12 illustrate - el'l'H tie h~Ts tcre -is, 
Column 1;5 distingui -hes between tho::;e materials which " -ere too p(,l'll1l'ahlr for practical 
usc a diaphragms at pressures Ie s than ahout 10 pound pel' sq lH1],(, inch and those \,-hich were 
atisfactory. 
DISCUSSION OF CERTAIN RESULTS 
.TEGATIVE DRIFT AXD llYSTERESIS 
The ncguti\TC drift 3 and negative hysLcI'esi. 39 exhibited by some of the pressure dement 
studied in this in\Cstigation arc worthy of comment. men metallic dic1phragm pressure cle-
ment arc used the drift i always positiYe, sincc it i clue to the ineht"tic yielding of thr matrrial 
under tre s. 'Yilh nonmetallic diaphragm pressurc elements, howeycr, it hn. heen found that 
a negative drift may onen be obtt1ined. 
It i believed thn,t in all probahility this phenomenon is cau ed by ahnormal diurnal change ' 
in humidity. ince dl'ift test, as made at the Bureau of Sttmdards, usually extend O\'('I' n, 
period of i/Yr hours, they are started in the mOl'lling and end late in the afternoon. In gencml 
the relative hum id ity cl ecreases appreciably during this time. 'O Now tests which have cllrend.,· 
been described slum ed that decrea 'ing the rclatiye humidity caused most of the material 
investigated to ::;hrink. This in turn would decrease the efIcctiYc area of a nonmelallic ditt~ 
phragm pro\Tided the deflection were positi\Te; i. e., the rigid center was abo,e the plane of 
the rim ( ee fig. 1 C;;), and would increasc thc efl'ecti,e area if the deflection were negatiye; i. ('., 
the rigid center wa below the plane of the rim, the pre ure in the diaphragm chamher being 
in excess of that of the external air. -Under these circumstances, assuming negatiye ddledioll, 
it would require less prc sure to producc tt giyen deflection with low rehtti'l"e humidity than 
with high relative humidity. Thi , of coursc, is the condition for positi,'c drift. It i prohtLhle. 
particularly since thc sttme pres ure element gave positive drift on some occasions and negati \Te 
drift on others, that the negati ve drift " Tas due to an increase in the rebtivc humidity cluri'nf: 
the te t instead of the normal clecren. -e. It i ' known that the rigid center of the diaplmtgm 
was b low the plan(' of the rim for it toUtl range of deflection in all Cttse'. 
This Sllme e. ·pltllhttion might he applied to account for negatiye hystercsi", but the time 
inter'ttl invoh'cd in n, test for hysteresi is much shorter than that in it drift te ' t, and there i. 
hardl,\' time for til l'ellttiYe humidit~T to cbange ,cry grcatly. This mn,y, however, he the 
explanation of the negative hysterc"is obtained for golclbeater' ,kin. since Lhi· matCl'jal 
respond YNY ntpidl.\T to changes in humidit)T. 
EFFECT O}' ST.\.TIC ELECTRICITY 
In the course of this inYestign.tion a peculiarity in the pcrfonmtllce of a Tou, saint-Leperr 
rubberized silk dittphragm when in a dry condition was found. 
It was found that, if tests were run in quick succe ion while the diaphragm \nt::; slowl.,· 
drying out and therefore stifi'ening slowly, the rate at which thc diaphragm tiffencd Wtts 
-------
:I Drift is dc-flllcd !\~ thl' in('r('a~(' in rc.u1ing of the instrumt'nt when 1l('ltl for a prolongecl pcrioll at n coostnnt pressure. 
30 See referenre X o. 20. 
10 l'Iontbly \\'caliler He-dew, ~Uflplt'm('nt :::\0. fi, r, Hel:lth'('1 lIumiditil's nn<l Y:lpor ll'('ssures o\'er t11l' l'nitl'ci Stall's," 'I'nhk t, pl.l!.!;\'S :{;) 1::1 
n y Preston C. Ih~ . 
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greatly increased, but that this increased stiffness di appeared when the diaphragm wa allowed 
to rest for 24 hours. The longer the interval between te ts the Ie marked was thi effect, 
until when 34 hours elapsed between the te ts no such effect was exhibited. ow Tous aint-
Lepere ruhherized silk has a thin coating of rubher on one side only. It is believed that the 
process of dcflecting the diaphragm with the con equent friction due to the changes taking 
place in the wrinkles about the rim may' have sufficed to charge electrically the fibers of the 
ilk. The fibers would then tend to repel each other and thi woull probably produce a slight 
stiffening of the material. 
VII. PREDI TION OF THE PRESSURE-DEFLECTION CURVES OF NONMETALLIC DIAP H R AGM 
PRESSURE ELEMENTS 
EFFECTIVE FORCE AND EFFECTIVE AREA 
In order to discuss the theory of deflection of nonmetallic diaphragm of various type, it is 
desirable to introduce the conceptions of effective force and effective area. Slack diaphragms 
possess the advantage over metallic diaphragms, at least for purposes of design, that the force 
which uch a diaphragm is capable of exerting at its center can be computed when the geometrical 
properties of the diaphragm, the differential pre sure applied, and the magnitude of the 
deflection are known. . 
uppo.'e that the diaphragm (fig. 18, A) i ubjected to a hydrostatic pre sure p.4l The 
center of the diaphragm will deflect until it come to a position such that the external re i ting 
force F at the center (due to a pring, weights, etc.) just balance the upward force due to the 
pre ure. The nrtical component of the total hydrostatic for e on the diaphragm i equal 
to 1/4 7r D2 P or to Ap if we represent by A the horizontal projection 1/4 7r D2 of the area of 
the diaphragm. :'\fot all of this hydrostatic force is available at the center of the diaphragm, 
however, since there is in general a reaction at the rim. A certain fraction of this force, equal 
in magnitude to Lhe oppositely directed force F, i applied at the center. This is called the 
pffective force for the given pre sure p.42 It will be shown pre ently that thi effective force 
depend also on the deflection of the center of thc diaphragm. 
ince a certain fraction of the total force i available at the center of the diaphragm we 
may consider that this force i due to the product of the pre ure p and an area A., A. being 
less than A. Thi area A . may be called the effective area. 43 Thc eifecti-ve area for a given 
diaphragm is not in general a con tant, but is a function of the deflection of the center of the 
diaphragm. S 
From the above consideration we can write 
Ap = F + F" 
where Fr is the vertical component of the reaction at the rim . 
. Alo 
whence 
AeP= F, 
~J r F 
~ 1 = F + I< 
COMPUTATlO . OF EFFECTIVE AlmA 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
An xpressiolJ " "ill now be deriycci for the eifectiYe area of a slack diaphragm of cil'C'ular 
form in Lerm of the dimen ion of the diaphragm and the deH ction of the rigid center. Fig-
ure, 16, A, ancl16, H, repre. ent the geometrical condition of the problem for the two ca e which 
will be di 'eu , sed. (The center of the diaphragm is a umed to have zero deflection initially.) 
It tL -vertical diametral plane be passed through the diaphragm, the urve cut from the 
flexible portion of the diaphragm will be the arc of a C'ircIe, inte the area under the eurve tends 
3 " ational Ad 9isory Committee for .\ eronantics T echnica l R eport :\0. 130 (1922), " Oxygen Instru ments, " by]' . L . Hun t. Wig. 10 of this 
reference ·hows a rubber d ia phragm whose effecti ve nrea is indepe nden t of the deOection .) 
H [ t i::s u'-':s lImrfi in w hat fo llows t hat t hl' pr{'ssurr j) in thr diuphrsg'm ('hamhrr is J!r rn l r r thtln th e\lcrnnl prrssul'(, , 
~~ X a mciy. for a gin' ll pressll re l\lcm (' Ilt. 
" This de fi nition of " Ifecti ,·c area·' "ppIiOO also to metall ic di aphmgms. 
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to become a maximum owing to the applied pres ure, and this is the case when the cross section 
is the arc of a circle. 
It is assumed that the flexible material does not tretch under the influence of the tension 
in it. This is true to a close degree of approximation for all the materials tested, except rubber. 
The following discussion would not apply to a rubber diaphragm. 
Since the flexible material of the diaphragm can not transmit shear, no portion of the 
load inside of the horizontal circle of radius R + p pa sing through the highest point H of the 
cross section and having its center on the axis can be transmitted to the rim, and likewise no 
portion of the load outside of the circle through H can pass to the rigid center. Consequently 
the effective force F is the vertical component of the total force due to hydrostatic pressure 
acting inside of the circle of radius R + p having its c,enter on the axis of the diaphragm and 
passing through H. The problem therefore resolves itself into finding the position of the 
point H, or the value of P, for different deflections. 
In any specific problem there are given the values of R, the r adiu of the rigid center, c 
the distance from the rim to the edge of the rigid center when the deflcction is zero, and s the 
length of the eros ection of the diaphragm from the rim to the edge of the rigid center. If 
s is unknown, it can be determined for a given diaphragm by deflecting the diaphragm inward 
Jiaphragm _ II, 
5 \...---r-_ 
~r-r--.--+ 
i 
{; 
Case I Cas e II 
FIG. 16.-Cross sections of slack diaphragms 
with a concentrated load applied at the center until the material of the diaphragm is in direct 
tension. The geometrical condition then obtaining are represented in Figure 18, B. Since 
p = 0, the cross section is straight and the length s of the flexible portion can be obtained from 
(4) 
where Ym is the maximum deflection of the diaphragm. 
In the majority of instruments using slack diaphragms of this type the flexible material 
is not attached to the rigid center at the edge of the latter, but only at the center. Con e-
quently two di tinct case may arise in practice. The first is represented in Figure 16, A. In 
this case the diaphragm i not tangent to the rigid center at its edge, but the highest point H 
of the diaphragm lies between the rim and the rigid center. The econd case i shown in Figure 
16, B. Here the flexible diaphragm is tangent to the rigid center at a point in ide the radius 
of the rigid center. The conditions for the two case differ so greatly that it is not convenient 
to treat them as special ca e of a general solution, but it is preferable to derive the equations 
for each case eparately. The solution should give the same numerical result for the limiting 
case when p=O. 
Oase 1.' X < c (See fig. 16, A), where x is the horizontal distance from the rim to the vertical 
line through H. 
This case is characterized by the fact that the length of arc s is constant and that x < c. 
From Figure 16, A, we obtain the equations 
ra=S, 
2r sin f /2a= C2+y2, 
y =c tan {3, 
(5) 
((-j) 
(7) 
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where 
r = radius of circle of which the arc 8 i a portion, 
0: = angle at 0 ubtended by arc 8, 
Y = deflection of rigid center from horizontal plane at the rim, 
and 
{3 = angle at rim 'ub tended by deflection y at point of contact of diaphragm and rigid center. 
Dividing (6) by (5) 
2 sin -to: -Jc2 +y2 
--= ---_. 
0: 8 
ow expanding sin 1/2 0:, 
sin 1/20: - 1 /20:- (1 /20:) :1 + (1 /20:)5 _ (1 /20:) 7 + 
- 31 5 1 71 
7r This enes 1 convergent for all finite values of 1/20:. When 0: -<"2 the first three terms 
of the series give the value of in 1 /20: with an error of less than 1 per cent. Consequently 
only the first three terms of the series will be used. 
0: 8 
0:4 0:2 -JC2+iJi 
1920 - 21,. + 1 = 8 
0:4 - 800:2 = 1920 (0/ -1 ) 
0:2 =1,.0 {1- ~1 - ~ (8- -J;2 +y2)} 
The negative sign should be used before the radical since 0: must be less than 7r. 
When 0: has been determined, r can be computed from (5) . x is then found from 
where 
x = r cos (1' - (3) , 
and 
l' = 90° - 1/20: 
Finally 
{3 is given by (7) . 
p=c- x. 
( ) 
(9) 
(10) 
Equations (8), (9), and (10) can be put in a more useful form by expressing the quantities 
involved as dimensionless ratio. . 
Thus: 
(8a) 
x r c=c cos ('Y -{3), (9a) 
and 
~=1-~. 
c c (lOa) 
~ is called the II slackness" of the diaphragm. 
c 
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In Figure 17 are plotted value of ~ again t '!f... for different assumed values of s. By plot-
e e e 
ting the e dimensionless quantitie instead of the imple quantities p, y, and ,the plot can be 
used for diaphragms of all sizes. 
Oase 2. x> e (Sec fig. 16, B). This case is characterized by the facts that the diaphragm 
i tangent to the rigid center at ome point aloQO' the radius R and that consequently the 
deflection of the highe t point of the diaplu'agm i now equal to the deflection of the rigid 
center. 
~~'---'----'---'----'---.----r---,----,---,---,---~--~--~a5 
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FIG. J7.- Curves for use in compuf.ing effective Rreas ofsJack diaphragms. Case I 
From Figure 18 the following q uations are obtained: 
1"a' =s+p 
21" sin 1 /2a' = ,,/(e + p)2 + y'2 
y' = (e + p) tan {J' = (e + p) tan 1/2 a' 
The prime are nsed to signify Case II. 
Dividing (11) by (12) 
Substituting for y' from (13) 
, 
a 
2 sin 1/2a' 
, 
a 
2 sin 1/2a' = 
S+p (S + p) cos 1/2a' 
(e + p) Z (1 + banz 1/2a') 
a'=2 S +P sin 1/2a ' cos 1/2a ' 
e+p 
, s+ p. , 
a = -- sm a. 
c+ p 
e+p , 
0.4 
~ Q.. 
Ir)' 0.3r:. 
. ~ 
.... 
U 
~ 
-.:: 
~ 
~ c~ 
0.1 
I/) 
ce 
(ll) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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Expanding sin a' in terms of a', dividing by a' , and retaining only the first three terms, 
A Air 
pressure 
Rigid cenfer. Diaphragm 
7.4 em t---t-i 
x=-.55em C 
Pressure elemenf No.1. 
r~~ 
y. = 0 
Yd = - y~ 
o 
whence 
a'4 a'2 c+p 
5 '--3,+1= + ' . . S P 
(15) 
The negative ign hould be u ed before the radical. r' can 
now be computed from (ll), and y' can be computed from (13). 
As in Case I, the use of the dimen ionless ratios y', ~, and ~ 
c c c 
is to be preferred to the simple quantities y', ,and p. 
Then: 
(15a) 
r' 
~ + ~ 
c c (lla) 
y; =(1 +f) tan 1/2a'. (13a) 
Limiting case.- When the highest point H of the diaphragm 
is at the edge of the rigid center, equations (8a) and (15a) hould 
each apply. If in (15a) we place p equal to zero, we obtain 
(16) 
FIG. 18. 
It i obviou that when p = 0, equations (5) and (6) from 
which ( a) wa derived become identical with (ll) and (12) from 
which (15a) was derived. Hence ( a) must be equivalent to (15a) when p= O. 
A con ideration of the geometry of the problem show that the method of solution given 
above for positive deflections holds equally well for negative deflection so long a the tangent 
to the diaphragm at the rim doe not slope downward toward the axis of the diaphragm. ee 
Figure 1 D. Figure 1744 give curve for con tant values of - giving values of ~ corre ponding 
c, c 
to different value of 'J!:. In this figure the curves for negative deflection are rotated through 
c 
1800 to coincide with the corresponding curve for positive deflections, thu giving a more com-
pact plot. It hould be carefully noted that these curve apply only for Case I. 
Once the value of E. is determined, pi known and the numerical value of the effective area 
c . 
can be computed. In terms of the notation u ed in Figure 16A, 
Ae=7r(R+p)2, (17) 
care being taken to use the proper ign for p . 5 and the effective force can be determined from (2). 
Thi furni hes a mean of computing the pre sure-deflection curve for any slack diaphragm 
and spring when u ed in combination. The method of doing this will be illustra,ted in the 
following section. 
" The assi tance of Ir. W . A. lilac 'air in working oul somr of the delails of the lheory and in makin g the computations for the e curv e 
is acknowledged . 
.. p is always positive for ase 1. 
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VIII. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THEORY OF DEFLECTION 
The load-deflection curves for a numb I' of nonmetallic diaphragm of widely different 
de ign were determined experimentally and were compared with the curves computed on the 
basi of the above theory. The detailed computations are given for the first case to illu trate 
the method. Only Oa e I is illustrated below, a Oa e II will rarely ever occur. 
PRESSURE ELEMENT No.1 
A diaphragm of alum-tanned colon leather having the following geometrical characteristics 
wa mounted (see fig. 18, 0 ): 
Radius of rigid center, R = 2.0 centimeters. 
Distance from rim to edge of rigid center, c= 1.70 centimeters. 
s Slackness: c ,= 1.05. 
A helical spring to be used with this diaphragm was designed and constructed of 0.08 inch 
steel wire. It wa 1.4 inche long, 1 inch in diameter and had 10 turns. The load-deflection 
curve for thi pring was determined experimentally. The deflection of the spring are given 
in column 2 for the loads in column !-} of Table II. The spring wa mounted above the dia-
phragm so that when the rigid center had a umed it ma.'Cimum negative deilection without 
placing the diaphragm in direct tension , the pring.iu L touched the rigid center but exerted 
no force on it. 
A brief tatemenL of the con ideraLions involved in computing the load-dellection curve for 
the pressure elemen t might be helpful at this point. The hydrostatic pre ure required to 
produce a given deIlection of the diaphragm is dependent only on the resisting force of the 
spring and the effective area for that deflection. The effective area depend only on the geometry 
and the deflection of the diaphragm and can be computed from the formula already developed 
in thi paper. The resisting force of the pring is given by its load-deIlecti0n curve for the spring 
deflection corre ponding to the as umed diaphragm deflection. The required pre ure is then 
obtained by dividing the resisting force of the pring by the effective area of the diaphragm. 
The e computed pressures can then be used with the deflections for which they were computed 
to plot the pres ure-deflection curve for the pres ure element. 
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TABLE II 
4 5 6 7 
---------
p p R+p (R+p)' 
c em. em. cm. 2 
Beyond limit of fami ly of curves. 
Beyond limit of family of curves. 
0.915 1. 56 3. 56 12.7 
.740 L 26 3. 26 10.6 
.645 1.10 3. 10 9. 61 
.575 .9 2.98 . 88 
.525 . 90 2. 90 .41 
.500 5 2. 5 8. 12 
.475 .81 2.81 7.90 
.425 .72 2. 72 7.40 
.355 .60 2.60 6.76 
-
8 9 10 
---------
.-(R+p)' Load p=!.. 
=A. F A. 
cm. .2 gms. em.toater 
---
39.8 95 2.9 
33.4 190 5.6 
30.2 285 9.5 
27.9 380 13.6 
26.4 480 1 .2 
25.5 525 20.5 
24.8 575 23.2 
23.2 675 29.0 
2L 2 775 36.5 
In column 1 are given a sumed values of the deflection of the diaphragm taking the plane of 
the rim as the zero position of the diaphragm and starting with the diaphragm in the lowest 
position it could assume without stretching the material. As already stated, the spring was so 
placed that the zerO po ition of its end coincided with this lowe t position of the diaphragm. 
H ence the spring deflections in column 2 are obtained by adding the amount 0.55 centimeters to 
the diaphragm deflection. The method of obtaining the values in column 3 is obvious. The 
values in column 4 are obtained from Figure 17, using the proper curve for the slackness of the 
diaphragm, in this case, 1.05. It will be ob erved that the first two values of Yd give values of !!. 
c c 
which lie outside of the plot. The geometrical meaning of this is that under these conditions p 
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is greater than c and no horizontal plane can be drawn tangent to the diaphragm. (See FigU1;e 
18, D.) For any diametral section, the lines tangent to the diaphragm at the rim slope downward 
toward the axis of the diaphragm. Obviously the above theory doe not apply under these con-
ditions and so, for a small range of values o~ Y;, the pressure-deflection curve can not be 
obtained by this method. Practically this will rarely if ever cause any difficulty since it is 
known that the curve passes through the origin. 
The method of obtaining the value in columns 5, 6, 7, and 8 is obvious. The values of the 
load given in column 9 are obtained from the load-deflection curve for the spring and correspond 
to the spring deflections in column 2. The pressures required to give the assumed deflections 
can then be computed by dividing the central load due to the pring by the effective area of the 
diaphragm for the corresponding deflection. 
Tvvo of the as umption involved in the above computations are worthy of notice. It was 
tacitly assumed that the weight of the rigid cen tel' and of the diaphragm itself could be neglected 
1.0 
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V V 
V V 
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V t::-V 
I' Computed 
in comparison with the force exerted 
by the spring and specifically assumed 
that no stretching of the diaplU'agm 
took place. Since the diaphragm and 
rigid center in this in tance weighed 
only 10 grams, it i clear fr9m a con-
sideration of column 2 and 9 in Table 
II that the first as umption is true 
except for exceedingly small deflec-
tion. The justification for the as-
sumption that the stretching of the 
diaphragm i negligible will be consid-
ered in the light of the experimental 
result which follow. 
tessu'!;in cm/~f wof~~ 24 28 The computed curve for pre sure 
FIG. 19.-Alum-tsnned colon lesther diaphragm with helical spring. Pressure clement Jo. 1 is plotted in Figure 19 
elemen t No.1 together with the curve obtained ex-
Comparison of computed curve with experimental dats. Sprin~ stifTness 0.97 kg/em perimentally. It will be 0 bserved that 
(5.4 Ib ./in.) R~2 em. c= 1 I.7 em. s/c~ 1.05 
the omputed curve is slightly steeper 
for small deflections and slightly flatter for large deflections than is the experimental curve. The 
agreement, however, is excellent when the uncertainties involved in the omputation are con-
sidered. 
The alum-tanned colon leather of which thi diaphragm is constructed was the mo tela tic 
of any of the materials tudied in this inve tigation. H ence stretching of the diaphragm might 
be expected to cause a greater discrepancy between the experimental and computed curves for 
this material than for any of the other materials. It will be intere ting to investigate the di -
crepancy in the two curves shown in Figure 19 on the a sumption that stretching has taken place. 
The stretching is dependent on the tresses existing in the diaphragm and so increases with the 
hydrostatic pressure applied and changes with alterations in the geometrical configuration of the 
diaphragm. 
An attempt was made to reverse the method of computation u ed in Table II and, u ing the 
experimentally determined value of p in column 10, to compute the slacknes. Computi.:.tions 
for a few of the highest points on the curve, however, showed that value of p greater than 0.5 c 
resulted for positive deflections and this wa incon is tent with the theory. (ee fig. 16, A.) 
It can be seen from an examination of Figure 16, A 46 that increasing the slaclme s of the dia-
phragm would deviate the load-deflection curve in the direction of the experimentally determined 
curve. However, it was shown that the deviation found is much greater than can be explained 
by the stretching of the diaphragm. evertheles , it was decided to test next a diaphragm 
.. See also discussion of certain results, negative drift and bysterisis. 
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which was much less ela tic than alum-tanned colon leather in order to reduce the effect of 
stretching. The material chosen for this purpose was the rubberized cotton fabric described 
earlier in this report. 
PRESSURE ELEMENT No. 2 
The diameter of the diaphragm chamber of tIlls pres ure element was 6 inches, and the 
diameter of the rigid center was 2.5 inches. When mounted the diaphragm was found to have a 
slackness of 1.03. The opposing helical pring was made of 0.08 inch steel wire. It was 2 
inches long, 1 inch in diameter and had 18 turn . 
The theoretical pressure-deflection curve for this pressure element was computed in the 
same manner a was done for the first pre sure element. The actual curve wa then determined 
experimentally. The two curves are plotted in Figure 20. The agreement between the two 
curves is excellent, the greatest discrepancy being approximately 2 per cent. of the maximum 
deflection. The excellent results shown by till diaphragm i~dicate that, in all probability, 
stretching of the material wa an important factor in cau ing the discrepancy shown in Figure 
19, although no wholly satisfactory explanation can be offered. 
TESTS o~' OTHER PRE SURE E LEMENTS 
In order to get a more complete verification of the theory, further tests were run on several 
slack diaphragm pres ure elements, the only differences in the e elements being in the degree 
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of slackness of the diaphragm and the po ition of the spring. Alum-tanned colon leather was 
used for most of the tests, as a pliable material i more satisfactory than a stiff material for 
mounting when a illgh degree of slackness is desired. The same diaphragm box, rigid center 
and pring u ed in pressure element ro . 2 were u ed also for these tests. The spring was 
adjusted for each test so that it wa just in contact with the rigid center when the diaphragm was 
in its lowe t position. The computed and the experimentally determined curves are given in 
Figure 21 for value of ~ of 1.01, 1.03, 1.05, 1.10, and 1.15. The re ults obtained with alum-
c 
tanned colon leather agree well with the computed cur es for value of ~ of 1.05, 1.10, and 1.15, 
() 
but it wa found very difficult to obtain agreement for the values 1.01 and 1.03 since with such a 
comparatively taut diaphragm, slipping from the edge of the diaphragm box occurred and, of , 
course, the stretcillng was increased. 
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In ordcr to verify the computed curves for values of 1.01 and 1.03 , Toussaint-Lepere rub-
berized silk was used for the diaphragm material, thus reducing greatly the tretching. After 
cementing the diaphragm to the box, good result were obtained for values of ~ of 1.03 and 1.05 
e 
and fair results for 1.01. It is difficult to determine the slaclmess accurately for uch a low 
value of ~ as this last, and tretching is comparatively large. 
c 
For value of slackness greater than about 1.03, however, it would appear reasonable to 
assume that stretching of the material can be ignored in computing the load-deflection curve for a 
slack diaphragm pressure element. The error made in adopting this assumption will be greater 
for alum-tanned colon leather than for less ela tic material, and it may be quite appreciable 
if a fairly stiff diaphragm having a considerable degree of slackne s is mounted on a diaphragm 
chamber of small diameter. Under these latter conditions wrinkling of the diaphragm would 
undoubtedly cause trouble: 
The experimental verification of the theory of deflection of nonmetallic diaphragm is 
con idered sufficiently good to warrant the assumption that this theory can be relied on to 
predict the pressure-deflection curves of this type of pres ure element for purpo e of design. 
The discrepancy between the computed and the actual curves should not exceed about 10 per 
cent. of the maximum range. The agreement thu found to exist between the computed and the 
cxperimentally determined curve will be u ed a ju tification for as uming the accuracy of the 
curves computed in the next ection of the report. 
IX. TYPES OF PRESSURE-DEFLECTION CURVES 
A consideration of the factors on which the deflection of a nonmetallic diaphragm pressure 
element depend leads to the following conclusion: The deflection of the spring depends on the 
diameter of the chamber, the slackness of the diaphragm, the ize of the rigid center, the hydro-
static pressure, the stiffness of the spring,47 and the position of the end of the spring in it 
un tressed state relative to the position of the diaphragm for its maximum negative deflection. 
See Figures 18, D, and 18, E. 
This can be expressed mathematically by writing 
Ys=funct(D, ~, R, p, ~, a). 
e Ys (1 ) 
By using dimensional analy is equation (18) can be re'lvritten 
or 
Ys =funct(P D2, !.., !i, !!.-). 
D FeD D (19) 
Owing to the fact that a direct analytical solution of the problem was possible, it was not 
necessary to use this equation in developing the theory, but it . is given here as a convenient 
means of showing at a glance what factors affect the shape of the pressure-deflection curve. 
A number of computed pressure-deflection curves will now be given, showing the effect of 
varying the dimensionless variables in equation (19). 
Figures 22, A, and 22, B, show the effect of varying the slackness~, keeping all other fac-
e 
tors, including the position of the end of the spring, constant. This, of course, necessitates 
varying ~ at the same time. A little consideration will show that according to the theory, 
the pressure-deflection curves for pressure elements having diaphragms of the same dimensions 
" The stiffness of the spring is defined as the ratio of its reSisting force to its deflection, i. e., f. ( or A;;) . 
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but of different degrees of slackness must all pass through a common poin L in addition to zero , 
provided the position of the spring is kept unchanged. This point i given by Lhe zero position 
of Lhe diaphragm and the corresponding pressure, for under these conditions p = 1/2 c and ob-
viously is independent of the slackne s. 
In Figure 22, A, the zero posi tion of the spring is the same for the four slacknesses assumed 
and i 0.7 centimeter below the plane of the rim, this position corresponding to the maximum 
negative deflection of the diaphragm whose slackne s is 1.01. In cases (2), (3), and (4) th e 
diaphragm deflects some distance before coming in contact with the spring. Increasing the 
slackness makes iL possible to obtain a greater defl ection with Lhe diaphragm and causes the 
pre sure-defl ection curves to become more nearly linear , as might be expecLed from a con-
sideration of the geometry of the pre sure element. It is interesting to note thaI, changing 
Lhe slaclme s under these conditions hardly alters the lower portion of the curves, but produces 
very greaL changes in the curves for the larger pressures. 
The curve in Figure 22, B , are computed for a zero position of the spring corresponding 
to Lhe maximum negative deflection of the diaphragm whose slackness is 1.03 ; i . e., for - 1.2 
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EtIect of varying slackness of diaphragm keeping all other factors constant 
When 8/c=1.01, maximum negative deflection=0.70 cm. 
When 8/C= 1.03, maximum negative deflection = 1.20 cm. 
When 8/c=1.05, maxim um negative dcflcction=1.50 cm. 
When 8/C= 1.10, maximum negative dcflection=2.1S crn. 
centimeters. This result in the spring being initially in compression when used with the 
diaphragm whose slackne s is 1.01. 
Lowering the zero position of the spring increases the flexibility of the pressure element 
as long as the spring is not in compression ini tially, since the effective areas corresponding 
to given spring deflections are greater under these conditions. 
The case just illustrated is not very practical, however, since it is desirable to have Lhe 
spring attached to the diaphragm. The more practical case, which involves changing the 
slackness of the diaphragm - , and altering the zero po ition of the spring to coincide with the 
c 
maximum negative deflection of the diaphragm (i. e., keeping D constant and equal to zero), 
is shown in Figure 21. The increased flexibili ty of the pres ure element resulting from increas-
ing the slackness of the diaphragm i clearly illustrated there. The pressure-deflection curves 
are more nearly linear for the relatively high slacknes e than for th low slackne se . 
The effect of varying the size of the rigid center i shown in Figure 23. The principal 
featme of interest in these curve is the extension of the computation for the rigid center of 
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large diameter to include its deflection under the conditions of Case Il,48 As no curves giving 
values of !!. for given values of Yd had been plotted for this case, it was necessary to substitute 
c c 
directly in formulas (13a) and (15a) . The defl ction of the diapm.'agm for the limiting case 
was determined and the preSSUl'e required to produce this deflection was computed independently 
by the formulas both of Case I and of Case II. The two results agreed very closely. 
The three CUl'ves shown in FigUTe 23 were plotted on logarithmic cross-section paper to 
determine whether they approximated the relation 
ys=K(p)"', (20a) 
which applies to air-speed indicators of the differential pressure type. When plotted in this 
way the curve for the pre sure element with the small rigid center gave up to 60 centimeters 
of water very nearly a straight line whose average slope was 0.57, thus giving the relation 
(20b) 
By using this pressure element, therefore, or one geometrically and physically similar to it, it 
is possible to consLruct an air-speed indicator having a very imple mechanism, such as the 
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silk thread used in the Ogilvie air-speed indicator (See fig. 1, A), at the same time obtaining a 
scale wiLh pracLically uniform graduations. FUl'thermore, it is probable that by making slight 
adjusLments in the sLifi'ne s of the spring, Lhe slackn ess of Lhe diaphracrm, or oLher factors which 
afi'eeL Lhe pressure-deflection curve, Lill beLter agreemenL can be obtained beLween Lhe desired 
relation giv n by quation (20a) and the curve obtain d from th pI' Ul' el m nL. 
The effecL of changing the pring stillness is obvious from equation (1 ) . If the stillness 
f!'..- is increased, the dimension of the clement being left unchanged, it is necessary to increase 
Ys 
the pressure p to keep ~ constanL. That is, the ab cissas of all point on the pre sure-deflection 
eurn are multiplied by a constant Iactor to take account of this change in stiffness. 
X. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF NONMETALLIC DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE ELEMENTS 
ADVA TAGES 
The nonmetallic diaplu'agm pressure clement pos esses a number of advantages which, 
when generally realized, should make its use more common in a number of types of pre sure-
measuring instrum nts. mong its advantages may be mentioned (1) possibility of prede-
termining the pressure-deflection curve, thus making scientific design possible; (2) wide control 
of the shape of the pressure-deflection curve, thus making it possible to simplify the indicating 
mechanism of the in trument; (3) large deflection combined with small size, enabling the multi-
.. See Section Vll. 
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plying ratio of the mechanism to be decreased, the instrument to b.e made small and compact 
and the measUl'ement of small differential pre ~ures facilita'ted; (4) small inertia, which gives 
comparative freedom from position errOrs and the inertia effects caused by vibrations and 
accelerations and (5) means of accomplishing temperatUl'e compensation. 4u In addition to this, 
taut rubber diaphragms give a very good zero point. 
DISADVA TAGES 
The three principal disadvantages of this type of pressUl'e element are peculiar to non-
metallic diaplu·agl11s. They are (1) permeability of material, (2) effect of humidity, and (3) 
ageing of material. The first two can be overcome by the use of surface treatments, but these 
introduce at the same time large temperature effects in most cases. The last eliminates one 
of the materials which would be most useful in this connection-rubber. If a method of pre-
paring or treating rubber can be devised so that it will not oxidize when in the form of thin 
sheets, a material advance will have been made in this field. 36 
XI. DESIGN OF NONMETALLIC DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE ELEMENTS 
CHOICE OF MATERIAL FOR DIAPHRAGM 
The data in Table I will greatly facilitate the selection of the proper material for a specific 
pm'po e. Only the most general con iderations will be discus ed here, as it, is impo sible 1,0 
take into account all of the factor which might be involved in the selection of the best avail-
able material. The fir t considerations are the permissible diameter of the element, the degree 
of permeability which is allowable, and the magnitude of the differential pressUl'es involved. 
If the element must be small in size and if the differential pressures involved are small, alum-
tanned colon leather, the most pliable material of those investigated, may be considered. With 
out sUl'face treatment thi material is ideal in all respects except two: (1) It is comparatively 
elastic and hence can not be used under conditions where the stresse in the material are exces-
sive, and (2) it will grow stiffer in time if ub:jected to wide variation of humidity, particularly 
if the conditions arc such that moisture con den es on the diaphJ'figm. The ageing can be 
prevented , or at least maLerially delayed, by the u e of a surface treatment on both sides of 
the material. This, however, has been found to introduce fairly large temperature effects for 
all of the dopes and oils tried. 
If a Ie. s elastic material is required, surface-treated zephir leather, the cotton treated with 
tung oil, rubberized cotton, or the Toussaint-Lepere rubberized silk, may be considered. The 
fact that rubber ages rapidly should be borne in mind. The Toussaint-Lepere rubberized silk 
is excellent if not used for more than a year or so, but it tiffens in time and becomes worthless. 
This material can not be obtained at the present time, but an attempt has been made by an 
American firm Lo duplicate it. Tests have shown, however, thaL the American product is not 
satisfactory for use as a slack diaphragm material. 
The type of spring used with the diaphragm i important. Both flaL and helical springs 
have been used with success. If the ratio of the spring deflection to the length of the spring is 
great, the end of a fiat spring will be inclined considerably to the vertical and will tend to tilt the 
diaplu·agm. If this is the case, the helical spring may be preferable, as it reaction is always 
a..-ual. Care should be taken that a helical spring is not sufficiently slender to buckle if com-
pressed. The difficulty of making adjustments when a helical spring is used should be noted. 
The zero adjustment is not so difficult, but the stiffness of the spring can not be adju ted easily. 
A helical spring will give a !!Teater po ition error than a flat one owing to its greater weight. 
The central rigid disk should be made as light as possible and should be cemented to the 
diaplu'agm at the center. The edge of the disk should be turned up slighLly so that any motion 
of the diaplu'agm relative to this edge will not damage the material. 
The authoTs wish to express theiT appreciation of the advice and assistance of Mr. W. H. 
Smith and Mr. R. C. Bowker of the Bureau of Standards in eonnection with portions of this 
in vestigation . 
.. 'l'he Action of Oxidation Iuhibiters on Rubber, Comptos Rcndus, vol. 177, pp. 204-{; C. A. 17, 3625 (1923), by Andr~ IIelbronnor and 
Gustave Bernstein . 
.. By selecting the prop~r diaphragm material tbe pressure elemonl cau be made lo increase in [Jexibilily or decrease in flexibilily wilh increase 
ollemperatnre as may be desired. See Table I of tbis paper and accompanying discussion. 
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TABLE I.-;-Summary-Properties of diaphragm materials 
Low temperature lligh temperature A verage hysteresis 
ness R~la- Exhibits 
ThiCk- I 
Material thou- tlve isandths flexi-
inch I blhty seasoning 
Exhibits 
ageing 
Affected by 
changes of 
humidity 
Hygroscopic 
moisture 
content 
"aries Temporary effect 
Per-
ma-
nent Temporary effect 
Per-
ma-
nent 
effect 
Per 
cent 
of 
max-
imum 
pres-
sure 
StabJ AITected by temperatnre 
Highly 
per-
meable 
2 I 3 
Untreated alum-tanned colon leather _____ 1.1 to 
2.7 
Alum-tanned colon leather treated with 2.0 
acetate-cellulose dope. 
Alum-tanned colon leather t reated with 3.0 
collodion dope. 
Zephir leather treated with acetate-cel- 2.5 
lulose dope. Oiled zephir leather _____________________ 2.5 
Untreated gold heater's skin ___ __________ 
.9 
Cotton treated with tung oiL ___________ 7.0 
Rubberized cotton ______________________ 5.5 
Toussaint-Lepere rubberized silk ________ 4.8 
Rubberized balloon fabric (single ply) ___ 1 7. 7 
Goodyear rubberized silk _______________ 1 6.7 
eflect I 
4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 I Yes __________ Very slowly __ Slightly ______ 1 SIOWly ______ _ 1 Slight increase No ___ 
in stiffness. 
Very slight in- i No __ _ 
creasein flex-
1.0 Yes __ 1 No _________________ 1 No. 
yes __________ 1 Very Slowly __ 
Very slightly _ Very Slowly __ 
Very SJlghtly_1 Very slowly __ 
Very slightly_, Very slowly __ 
2 Very slightly_ Very slowly __ Very slightly_ Very slowly __ 
yes _________ _ Slowly _______ SJlghtly ______ Fairly slowly_ 
2 No __________ _ Slowly _______ , Verygreatly_. Very fast. ___ _ 
Very sJlghtly_ Very slowly __ Very slightly_ Very slowly __ 
3 Very slightly_ 
3 Very slightly_ 
Very slightly_ 
Yes _________ _ 
Slowly _______ Very slightly_ Slowly _____ _ 
Slowly ______ _ Slightly ______ 1 Fairlyslowly_ 
Slowly _______ Slightly ______ \ Slowly ______ _ 
Slowly _______ \ "lightly ______ Fairly slowly_ 
Great increase, No ___ 
in stiffness . 
Great increase' No ___ 
in stiffness. ' 
Great increase No ___ 
in stiffness. 
Great increase No ___ 
in stifTness . ' 
Sligh t increase Yes __ 
in stiITness. 
Increased flex- No ___ 
ibility. No effect. _____ No ___ 
Slight increase 
in stiffness. 
No ___ 
ibili ty. 
Increase in 
flexib ili ty. 
I ncrease in 
flexibility. 
Increase in 
flexibility. 
Great increase 
in f1ex ibility_ 
Great increase 
in stiITness . 
Small increase 
in stiITness. No effect. _____ 
Slight increase 
in stiITness. 
No ___ 
No ___ 
No ___ 
No ___ 
Yes __ 
No ___ 
No ___ 
No ___ 
2. 5 Yes __ 
2.3 Yes __ 
2.0 Yes __ 
3.5 No ___ 
Increased at low 1\'0. 
temperature only. No _________________ No. 
Increased at low No. 
temperatnre only. 
Increased at lo\v No. 
and decreased at 
high tempera-
0.3 No ___ 1 No _________________ No. 
tures. 1 . 
3. 8 Yes __ 
1. 81 1.7 
Increased at low 
temperature only. 
No. 
Ko. 
No. 
in stiITness. in flexibility. 
~:::I ~?gbtiy--iiicreased-
at high and low 
temperatures. No _________ _ No. Slight increase No ___ Slight increase N0 ___ I 5.3 1 
Increase in No ___ Increase in No___ 1. 3 Yes __ 1 No _________________ 1 Ko. 
flexibility. stiITncss. 
Increase in No ___ Increase in Yes __ 
stiITness . flexibility. 
Yes ___ _______ verYslOWlY __ 1 Slightly ______ Slowly _______ Increase in Yes __ Greatincrease Yes_ _ 0.7 Yes __ , No __ _ 
Fas!. _______ .! Slightly ______ Slowly ______ _ R ubber _ ------------------- ------ _______ 1 ___ -- --- ------- Yes _________ _ No. 
flexibility. in stiITness. ' 
Silk treated with tung oiL______________ 4.7 5 Ko. 
Yes __________ Slowly _______ Slightly ______ Slowly _______ Greatincrease NO ___ 1 Greatincrease No ___ ______ _ 1\'0 ___ ' No _____ ______ . ____ No. 
in stlITncss. 1n Oexibiltty. I Alum-tanned colon leatbertreated calolice oil. 3.0 
Oiled silk (Smitb manometerdiaphragm) , _______ _ 2 I Very slightly_. Slowly _______ Slightly ______ Slowly _______ Slight increase No ___ Increaso III No___ 0.8 Yes __ No __ _ No. 
Untreated bung gut leather _____________ _ 
Untreated vegetable-tanned colon leather 
Untreated kid skin _____________________ _ 
Untreated zephir leather __ ______ ______ _ 
Silk treated with acetate-cellulose dope __ _ 
Alum-tanned colon leather treated with 
rubber and spar varnish. 
Zephir leather treated with calolice oil __ _ 
f: ~ 1-----2-j-very-Siiibiiy: 
Slightly _____ _ 
4 Very slightly_ 4.0 
4.5 
4.0 
2.0 
2\ Yes _________ _ 
3. Yes _________ _ 
in stiffness. flexiblhty. 
Slowly _______ Greatly ______ Fairly fast. __ ---------------- _______ 1 ________________ ------- _______ 1 _______ 1 _____ - ------------- Yes. 
Veryslowly __ Slightly ______ F81rly slowly_ Greatincrease No ___ Increase in No___ 1.3 Y~s __ No ________________ Yes. 
10 stlfTness. flexibility. Veryslowly __ Greatly ______ Fairly fast. __ -_________________________________________ -1- ____________________________ ___ _ Yes. 
Slowly _______ Greatly ______ Fast _________ Increase in No ___ Increase in No __________ 1 _______ , ____________________ Yes. 
stJffness. flexibility. 
VeryslowlY __ 1 Slightly ______ Slowly _______ ---------------- _______ 1 Great increase Yes - _______ 1 No ___ Yes - No. 
in stiITness. 
Fairly fast. __ Slightly ______ Fairly slowly Great increase No ___ Greatincrease No ________ _ No ___ 1\'0 __ . ______________ No. 
in stiITness. in f1exibilitv. 
SIOWly _______ 1 Greatly ______ Fairly fast -- Greatincrease N0 ___ I Great increase 1 No ___ , _______ 1\'0. __ No ____ ________ _____ No. I in stifTness. in flexibility. I 
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APPENDIX 
METHODS OF MOUNTI G ONMETALLIC DIAPHRAGMS 
o particular emphasis was laid in the COUl' e of thi investigation on methods of mounting 
nonmetallic diaphragms, but the experience gained during several years of experimenting may 
be worth setting down for the benefit of other. The materials to be considered in tills connec-
tion may be di\Ticled into two group: (1) Rubber, and (2) leather::; and treated fabric 
TAUT RUBBER DIAPHRAGMS 1 
In ome in Lruments which mea ure pre sure, a thin vulcanized sheet of rubber is used as 
the diaphragm of Lhe pre ure element. When u ed in thi manner the rubber is almost invari-
ably mounted under ten. ion and i used without a rigid center. The u ual method employed 
in such cases is to stretch the rubber Lo the desired tautness and to attach it to a ring u ing a 
suitable adhesive, the ring and diaphraam fltting into thc instrument ca e as a unit. This type 
of con tru tion i · u ed in the pre :sure el ment of the Ogilvie air- peed indicator a hown in 
Figure Ill.. A very simple and dependabl e method of mounting the diaphraam on the ring has 
been employed at the Bureau of Standards. 
The ring should be made or bakelite or hard rubber. In tril11s of the two materials bakelite 
was found superior to hard rubber, as the hard rubber had a tendency to soften if heated to a 
temperature higher than 50° Oentigrade. Furthermore, the hard rubber warped badly under 
te t conditions. However, the specimen of hard rubber used were of a very low grade and it 
is po ible that if a good grade of hard rubber were used its performance might be as good as 
that of bakelite. Other material uch as aluminum and ca t iron were tried but with only 
indiITerent success . Oast-iron rings can be employed, but their weight i a serious disarlvantage. 
Aluminum ring were used with fair ucce s but it wa found difficult to prevent an exceedingly 
taut diaplu'agm hom lipping on an aluminum ring unle th joint was kept under a heavy 
pre ure after the diaphragm had been mounted. l'l1e method of mounting de cribed below 
should be suitable for all Lensions which may be desired. 
In the majority of cases, rings of bakelite will serve the purpose and the following method 
of mounting will be suitable for all tensions. 
After the bakelite ring ha been turned out, a large number of small holes about one-sixte~nth 
inch in depth are drilled into one side of the ring near the outer edge. This sUTface i then 
sandpaper d or filed so as to roughen it and is cleaned with benzol to receive the rubber 
diaplU'agm. A narrow strip of quick-vulcanizing material is then placed on the roughened 
surface. Tllis strip should be about half a wide as the ring and should be placed on the outer 
edg . Ordinary rubber insulating tape is very good. The ring R is placed with the vulcanizing 
material up (sec fig. 24) in the center of the table T, which has been dusted with talc. l'he 
table can be adju ted at A, to regulate to a certain extent the amount of t~nsion which will 
re ult in the diaphragm. The sheet of rubber D, one side having been wa hed with benzol, 
i placedllat acro the rim of case 0 with the washed side toward the ring. It is then secured 
to the ca e with rubber bands J which hold it in the groove G. The sheet should be fiat, but 
not stretched, and the rubber bands should be very tight to prevent slipping or creeping of the 
sheet. The case 0 is then evacuated, drawing down the sheet of rubber and stretching it across 
the ring R and table T. In evacuating the case, the suction is gradually increased until the 
rubber is drawn sharply into the corners. The suction is then maintained con tant at tills 
value during the process of vulcanization. The rubber i thu kept in this position until the 
vulcanizing material has been cured. If leaks are apparent the suction may be left on, ince 
the table T fits closely enough to the wall of the case 0 to prevent the sheet rubber from being 
drawn down through the opening. 
1 Mr. D. H. Strotber assisted in tbe preparation 01 tbis section. 
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In order to cure the vulcanizing material and thu to attach the stretched rubber to the 
ring, the vulcanizing material is heated in the following manner. The surface of the 1,re1,ched 
rubber is du ted with talc. The space P witbin the ring is filled with talc. A circular piece 
of cardboard B, or better, a thin sheet of a bestos, is cut out to fit inside the ring. This protects 
the portion of the rubber whi h will constitute the diaphragm from the heat of vulcanization 
A thin sheet of aluminum L i placed over the entire rinD" extending over the edges. On top of 
this is placed a cast-iron di k or block H weighing about 3 pounds which has been heated to 
about 125 0 CentignHle. Immediately after thi has been put in place and rests on the entire 
urface of the ring, the wooden insulator I and the weight W (200 pounds or more) arc put 
on top of the heated block. This is permitted to Land for aL least j 0 or 15 minutes, the longer 
Lhe beLLer. The appamtu. is then di assembled and the excess rubber trimmed from the 
outside edge of the ring. It is not necessary to place the ring under compres ion to prevent 
the rubber from slipping if the vulcanizing material ha been properly cured. EYen at a tem-
tion 
FIG. 24.-Section of apparatus for mounting rubber diaphragms 
erature of + 70 0 Centigrade the diftphragm will 
remain permanently secured. It should be 
allowed to age for several days before using in an 
instrument. 
Th vulcanizing maLeri,.1 doe ' noL become 
a part of the bakelite as it does of the heel, 
rubber, but it adh res very well. Consequently 
the bakelite rings can be used over and over 
if desired. The pressure applied to the vulcan-
izing material when it is in a softened condi-
tion owing to the heat, forces it into the small 
holes drilled in the ring. After the rubber 
has cooled it continues to project down 
into the e hole, thus effecLually preventing any 
slipping between the ring and the yulcn,nizing 
material. 
Thi method a ure more uniform tension 
in the diaplU'aD"m than is at all necessary. 0 
great amount of care need be exerted in con tructing the apparatu. The adjustable table 
need not be elaborate, because no two diaphragm can be mounted exactly alike. Furtber-
more the amount which the rubber creeps over the rim varie for different diaphragms, the 
specimens vary in thickness and the 'elastic properties vary, not only for different mixes, but 
even in the ame pecimen. 
MOUNTING LEATHERS, SKINS AND TREATED FABRICS 
These materials are, or should be, alway mounted in a lack condition. Difficulties in 
mounting often arise when the size of the pressUTe element i very small and the degree of 
lackness required is large. orne of the material are rather tiff and very hard to handle, 
although mo t of the leathers and skins are comparatively flexiblc and ela tic. 
The following method has served well with various grades of rubberized, oiled, and doped 
silks and cottons, and with oiled and doped leathers, kin, and papers. The materials are 
often utilized without treatment and in most ca es are much better and ea ier to mount when 
thus used. 
A somewhat larger piece of the material than is necessary i cut out. If a rigid center is 
to bc mounted it should be placed at the center of the material at this point in the procedure. 
It can be either cemented to the material or merely clamped with a uitable device. The 
rubber, oil, or dope on the fabric will serVe as a sufficient air seal. A very small amount of 
stopcock grease 2 is also very ~ffective as a seal here when the material used is untreated. 
I Stopcock grease: Vaseline 16 parts, pure gum rubber 8 parts, paraffin 1 part. Melt all together. More paraffin may be added if thc com· 
pound is not still enougb. 
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The material is then placed over the ca e on which it is to be mounted with the treated 
side placed toward the chamber. The rigid center i brought a near the center of the ca e as 
can be clone conveniently by eye. Several rubber bands are put on to hold the material in 
place. It i preferable to have the walls of the case grooved on the outside (see fig. 24) when 
the diaphragm i to be tied permanently. orne instrument ca e are separated like that of 
the Smith manometer (see fig. 2) and the diaphragm i clamped between the two parts. In 
these ca es the same procedure may be followed. 
N ext by pulling the exce material on the outside, the rigid center is brought exactly to 
the center of the ca e and the material is pulled tightly acro s the case. More rubber bands 
may be put in place at this point to make more nearly uniform the creeping which is to be 
produced in OI'der to secure the correct amount of slackne s. In producing the slackne s, 
either evacuate the case very slowly or el e push evenly and gently on the rigid center until 
the right amount of slackness is obtained. The creeping about the rim is usually uniform and 
the rigid center will stay in the middle. It seldom happens that the material will wrinkle at 
the rim except with very small pressure element and, if it does wrinkle or creep unevenly, 
the addition or removal of several rubber bands and everal trial will usually bring about 
the de ired result. 
Aiter obtaining the proper slackness (which is only possible within approximately 10 per 
cent.) the diaphragm may be permanently secured. If the case has a groove, the diaphTagm 
is secured by tieing it onto the rim with silk thread or catgut. Cement is not really nece ary 
unle rather high pres ures are to be encountered. However, the groove may be filled with 
a low-drying cement, uch a rubber cement, before the material is placed on the case at all. 
If the diaphragm is to be clamped between two parts of the case, a little stopcock grea e will 
serve to eal the joint. This should be applied to the ca e before the material i stretched 
across it at all. If screw hole are nece ary they may be burned out with a red-hot piece of 
wire. Thi procedure will not injure the diapllTagm or disturb i ts position. This should be 
the la t step . 
In mOlmting very small slack diaphragm for which the ma,umum amount of slaclmes 
is to be obtained, it may be nece ary to pre s the material to a form of double curvature be-
tween die before mounting it in an instrument. However, if tbe material can be mounted 
according to the above procedlU'e, it should assume its correct form when deflected during 
the proce s of adjusting the slaclmess. Thi part of the procedme must be inve tigated in 
each individual ca e, and no general statement can be made about it. ome materials with 
good elastic propertie , a good example of which i alum-tanned colon leather, will give no 
trouble at all. Cotton fabric or goldbeater's skin will wrinkle badly if the slackness is ad-
justed too rapidly. 
o 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows. 
Axis. 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designation. symbol. bol. 
LongitudinaL ... X X 
LateraL ........ y Y 
NormaL ....... Z Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
Diameter, D 
Pitch (a) Aerodynamic pitch, Po. 
(b) Effective pitch, pe 
(c) Mean geometric pitch, pg 
(d) Virtual pi tch, pv 
(e) Standard pitch, ps 
Pitch ratio, p/D 
Inflow velocity, V' 
Slipstream velocity, V. 
Moment about axis. Angle. Yelocities. 
Designa-
tion. 
rolling ..... 
pitc~g ... 
yawIng ..... 
Linear 
Sym- Positive DesigDa- Sym- (compo-direc- Angular. boI. tion. tion. boI. nentalong 
L 
11{ 
N 
axis) . 
. - -
Y~Z rolL .... <I> u p 
Z----7X pitch .... e 11 g 
X---tY yaw ..... W w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to 
neutral position), o. (Indicate surface by 
proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS. 
Thrust, T 
Torque, Q 
Power, P 
(If Ie coefficients" are introduced all units 
used must be consistent.) 
Efficiency 7J = T VIP 
Revolutions per sec., n; per min., N 
Effective helL"": angle 1'= tan-I (2!n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS. 
I IP = 76.04 kg. m/sec. = 550 lb . ft/sec. 
1 kg. m/sec. =0.01315 IP 
l Ib. =0.45359 kg. 
1 kg. = 2.20462 lb. 
I mijhr. = 0.44704 m/sec. 
I m/sec. =2.23693 mi/hr. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m. = 5280 ft.. 
I m. =3.28083 ft. 

